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C()MI~ HOME·n• 

BOROPARK ILLA GE 
BER>RE JULY 1st 

O
nly up until July 1st, Baro Park Village will be 
selling its new luxurious homes at current 
prices starting as low as 

A
l Baro Park Village you can 
choose between a three or 
four bedroom luxurious 

condominium offering the ultimate in modern living,: eat-in 
kitchens, compactors, individually controlled heating, large 
2112 baths, spacious dining and living rooms, all set 
amidst beautifully new landscaped surroundings. 

O
ur spacious four bedroom triplex maisonettes 
feature 2,200 square feet of living space 
with private entrances, porches, large 

sun-lit backyards and a 400 square foot dining 
room; or select one of our duplex or triplex three 
bedroom condominiums. Individual rooftop terraces, 
yards, private entrances and greenhouses create an amenity 
package which will help you make the choice. 

B
oro Park Village is your opportunity to buy a home for yourself or for your children 
at prices which may never be available in Baro Park again. And they are going fast. Already, 
after only two months, almost half of the units were sold t The buyers appreciated the values of 

Baro Park Village where the neighborhood, the features and the price are simply ideal. 
They know that this is a chance to secure a future for themselves and for their 
children. 
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B
Y investing in Baro Park Village your money is secure. You only put 10% ~ 
down. This money is placed in escrow and the interest accrues to you. At ~ 

closing you obtain a conventional mortgage.~~--------------.::,~ 

S
o visit our sales office and see our 
special video presentation about Baro 
Park Village. Learn about the unique 

development and about the Manhattan style 
quality construction which is now coming to 
Baro Park. Become convinced that it pays to 
beat any possible price increase after July 1st. 
The time to decide is now! 
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The headlines proclaimed it loudly and clearly: Kurt Waldheim is 
persona non grata in the United States. The American Justice Department has 
established to its satisfaction that there is voluminous evidence that the Austrian 
President participated in Nazi atrocities during World War II. It certainly is reassuring 
that the United States of America will not countenance the presence of a war criminal 
on its shores. Yet the entire process by which Waldheim's record was pinpointed and 
exposed made a number of people extremely uneasy. It centered on a confrontation 
between 

THE DRIVE FOR JUSTICE VERSUS 

Must Jews be the spokesmen for every social and political 
cause, or are there times, even when the issues dealt with are 
Jewish concerns, that it is preferable to keep a low profile-or 
even no profile-and rather leave it to other groups to make 
public statements? 

Dr. David Kranzler, a noted historian and author, examines 
this highly relevant and controversial issue,jocusing on a signif
icant historical precedent that should give the reader pause. 

THE "SMOKING GUN" QUESTION 

T his past summer. at a confer
ence on religious Jewry and 
the Holocaust taking place in 

Israel. I put forth a question to fellow 
Jewish historians. Their surprising-

Dr. David Kranzler, of Brooklyn, N.Y., ls a Profes
sor at CityUniversityofNewYork and Director of 
their Holocaust Microfilm Archives. He is the 
author of numerous books on the Holocaust. 
including Japanese, Nazis and Jews: Jewish 
Refugee Community qf Shanghai 1938-1945. 
Prof. Kranzler also published in the Goldberg 
Commission Report on American Jews and the 
Holocaust His forthcoming work is entitled My 
Brothers Blood: The Orthodox Jewish Response 
During the Holocaust 
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ly unanimous response raised a 
serious problem affecting Jews in 
general, and Orthodox Jews in par
ticular. 

This was at the outset of the Kurt 
Waldheim affair. during the Austrian 
presidential elections. The World 
Jewish Congress had then begun 
releasing a series of documents that 
gave lie to the former UN Secretary 
General's autobiographical account 
of his wartime experiences. Refuting 
his claim of having spent the last 
three years of the Second World War 
in a university, newly unearthed 
sources showed him to have served 

as a staff officer to General Alex
ander Loehr. a Nazi general who had 
been tried and hanged in 194 7 by 
Yugoslavia as a war criminal. Still 
lacking at that time was conclusive 
evidence of Waldhelm·s direct in
volvement in the Final Solution. I 
asked my colleagues a hypothetical 
question: Suppose they were fortu
nate enough to unearth the "smok
ing gun:· namely the original docu
ments directly implicatingWaldheim 
In atrocities against the Jews. Would 
they present this for all the world to 
see and demand Waldheim·s prose
cution as a war criminal, even after 
his election to Austria·s presidency? 

Without as much as a pause or a 
single dissent, these scholars-Or
thodox and secularists alike-gave 
their unequivocal opinion: ··or 
course! We cannot let a Nazi mur
derer off the hook. He must be 
brought to justice:· 

·'And what about the safety of the 
Austrian Jewish community-espe
cially in view of the fact that there 
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A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY 
are still so many Nazis and neo
Nazis behind at least one of the politi
cal parties. Aren't you aware of the 
fear under which the Jews of Austrta 
are living? How do you jeopardize 
the well-being of thousands of Vien
nese Jews for the satisfaction of see
ing a Nazi war criminal brought to 
justice?" 

(Indeed, newspaper accounts re
ported stepped-up expression of 
antisemitism in Austria, in wake of 
the Waldheim affair.) 

Their unanimous reply centered 
on one point, ''Who asked them to 
live in Vienna? Let them come to 
Israel!" 

"Let them," yes. But punish them 
for not coming to Israel? 

"What gives you the authority to 
determine the fate of another Jew." I 
asked, "let alone a whole commun
ity? Would you, an American, for 
instance, let British Jews decide for 
you to pack your bags and move here 
to Tel Aviv? Would you appreciate 
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JDL activists taking precipitous ac
tion endangering your welfare, all In 
order to spur you to aliya ?" 

One prominent secularist histo
rian of Polish Jewry chimed in, 'Who 
is to determine what is good for 
Jews?" adding, "Don't we have an 
historical precedent in the Jewish 
anti-Nazi boycott during the thirties 
when, for a noble principle, the Jews 
provoked the Nazis even though 
German Jews were upset with their 
actions? Who is to determine what 
are the Jews' interests?" 

"That is precisely the point," I 
replied. "According to some promi
nent historians, that boycott and 
the anti-Nazi demonstrations proved 
to be a tragedy from their beginning 
in 1933, to their conclusion, in 1941." 

Again, I was a loner, since eveiyone 
disagreed with me, recounting with 
pride the early Jewish "tough" re
action to Hitler's antisemitic terror. 

I gave up on these historians. Back 
"home" in a veiyOrthodox commun
ity near Jerusalem, I expected a more 

sympathetic response. I again posed 
this hypothetical dilemma before a 
number of maggidei shiur and lay
men. Only one-a young transplant
ed American rosh yeshiva-came to 
my side; to my surprise, the rest of 
the people responded proposing the 
same knee-jerk assertiveness as did 
my colleagues at the historians' con
ference. 

This tension between broad prin
ciple and the needs of a specific 
community is not a new phenome
non. Just as it faces us today in 
countless confrontations of ethical 
and political considerations in colli
sion, so have they always plagued us. 
The anti-Nazi demonstrations and 
the boycotting of German goods, be
ginning in the early l 930's as a pro
test against the Nazis' first tentative 
acts of discrimination against Jews, 
can serve as an ideal case In point for 
this discussion. It is an event distant 
enough to be evaluated, close enough 
to be felt.And the issues involved are 
easily, clearly identifiable. 
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55,000 HERE STAGE PROTEST 
ON HITLER ATTACKS ON JEWS 
NAZIS ORDER A NEW BOYCOTT 
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THE BOYCOIT DEBATE: 
GENESIS 

T he very first Jewish response 
to Hitler's early antisemitic 
excesses came in the form of a 

huge anti-Hitler demonstration in 
New York's Madison Square Garden 
and in eight other cities across the 
United States on March 27, 1933. A 
crowd of 55.000 people overflowed 
the rally in Madison Square Garden 
alone and made headlines in the N.Y. 
Times, as well as in Nazi Germany. 
These were planned by Stephen S. 
Wise. a Reform Rabbi recognized as 
American Jewry's foremost leader, 
in spite of the pleading and warning 
by German Jews andAmericanJews 
of German descent. that it was coun
ter-productive and harmful to Ger
man Jews. 

Very soon, spontaneous calls for a 
boycott of Nazi German came forth 
from Jews all over Europe as well as 
the U.S .. and within several months. 
two. not one. organizations were 
created by American Jews-the non· 
sectarian Anti-Nazi League. led by 
Samuel Unterman, a prominent 
lawyer and former vice-president of 
the American Jewish Congress. and 
the more effective Jewish protest 
body organized by Stephen Wise. By 
1936 he was joined by the militantly 
anti-Nazi Jewish Labor Committee 
to form the Jewish Joint Boycott 
Committee. under the leadership of 
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Dr. Joseph Tennenbaum. also a 
member of the executive of the AJC. 

At that time. real hope was invested 
in the efficacy of a world-wide Jew
ish-led economic boycott to bring 
Germany to its knees. or at least to 
damage seriously the German econ
omy. forcing Hitler to reduce. if not 
eliminate his antisemitic policies. 
Moreover, in his role as president of 
both the American and World Jew
ish Congress. Wise presumed to 
speak for world Jewry. noting that 
such a boycott: 
" ... grew out of the anguish of the Jew
ish masses, who inevitably reacted to 
the declaration of war against them by 
taking in hand the only weapon that is 
accessible to the Jewish masses."* 

That Wise and his colleagues were 
fully cognizant of the danger of the 
anti-Naz! demonstrations and boy
cotts to their fellow Jews. is borne 
out by his statement following the 
introduction of the boycott resolu
tion to the World Jewish Congress 
that: 

"We do not overlook the fact that an 
anti-German boycott on the part of 
Jews is bound to affect and injure the 
Jews as well as non-Jews in Germa-
ny •••• " 

•AIJ quotations are from Moshe R. Gottlleb's 
American Anti~Naz.i Resistance, 1933-1941 
(Ktav, l 982]. This theme ls treated in scholarly 
detail and analyzed In this author's forthcoming, 
American Jewish Leadership and the Holocaust 

Adding: 

"I cannot imagine that any Jew in Ger
many will be so base as to demand that 
because Jews will be additionally hurt 
there shall be no anti-German boycott 
on the part of Jews in other lands." 

For their part. German Jews of 
every stripe. fearful of the dangers 
such a worldwide Jewish reaction 
could pose for them. attempted to 
halt or at least reduce the public pro· 
tests. The Orthodox populace sent 
out its own emissaries-prominent 
rabbis and leaders. such as Rabbi 
Yechiel Weinberg. Rabbi Meir Hil
desheimer and Moreinu Yaakov 
Rosenheim, n:,,1:i';:! O)'ll'.:>l. 

It was their contention that this 
issue touched on the very lives of 
German Jews, and that it could not 
be resolved by an emotional outcry 
against injustice. It was a matter for 
Gedolei Yisroel to judge. In the 
meantime. they maintained. public 
protest should be discouraged as 
highly dangerous in a volatile set-

Morelnu Yaakov Rosenheim 7 .. ~. 

ting. The two Rabbis traveled to 
Eastern Europe. while Rosenheim 
went to London. They achieved at 
least a limited success with the Or
thodox leaders in those countries, 
despite venomous attacks by secula-
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''What would you do if you found the 
incriminating evidence against Waldheim? Would 
you release it, even though it would have terrible 

repercussions against the Jews of Vienna?" 

rlst forces. Rosenheim epitomized 
the punitive Jewish reaction as a 
"crime against mankind. by false 
and shortsighted friends." 

In America, the leadership from 
the German-Jewish elite of "Our 
Crowd" fame identified with the 
plight of their kith and kin in Ger
many. Judge Irving Lehmann, 
brother of New York"s governor, for 
example, pleaded, "I implore you in 
the name of humanity, don't let anger 
pass a [boycott! resolution which 
will kill Jews in Germany." Another 
group of German Jews added. "Their 
arrows, discharged from a safe re
treat, hurt Germany, indeed, and the 
German Jews, but do no honor to the 
archers." 

In contrast. Wise threw caution to 
the winds, remarking, "Our Jewish 
brothers in Germany and their lead
ers' policy of uncomplaining assent 
and of supercautious silence has 
borne evil fruit. ... The time for cau
tion and prudence is past. We must 
speak up like men. . . . If that is 
unavailing, at least we shall have 
spoken." From the safety of New 
York, 3,000 miles away from Ger
many, Rabbi Wise sabre-rattled that: 
"There must bean immediate cessa
tion of all anti-Semitic activities and 
propaganda." 

Rabbi Wisewassupported by many 
American Jewish leaders and surely 
the people at large. Associate Sup
reme Court Justice Louis D. Bran
deis, Wise's friend and mentor as a 
Zionist leader, backed him, adding 
that "the American is an essentially 
manly being and he admires nothing 
more than courage." Bernard Ba
ruch, famed advisor to presidents, 
likewise upheld Wise's call for a 
"monster" anti-Hitler parade, dec
laring, "Call nothing off, to hell with 
them. Let these fellers show that 
they are manly enough to protest." 
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TOSURVIVE ••• 
WORSE THAN TO DIE? 

T his is not to say that Wise or 
his supporters were unaware 
of the potential danger their 

actions posed for German Jews. In 
1934, Wise himself turned down all 
offers for an "armistice with Hitler," 
as "an attempt to undermine the 
morale of the Jewish people," adding, 
"To die at the hands of Nazism is 
cruel, to survive by its grace is ten 
thousand times worse." 

Justice Brandeis also appreciated 
the danger to the Jews in Germany, 
yet he declared, "They were only 
I/30th of the entire Jewish popula
tion and, if necessaiy, had to be sac
rificed for the other 29/30ths." 

In fact, Wise went even beyond this 
in a veiled warning to Germany, 
declaring: 
", .. (I]fthlngsbecomeworsebecauseof 
our protest, if there are new penalties 
and new reprisals In German, , .. then 
humbly and sorrowfully we bow our 
heads in the presence of the tragic fate 
that threatens, and once again appeal to 
the public opinion of mankind and to 
the conscience of Christiandom to save 
civilization from the sbame that may be 
imminent. ... There must be no further 
reprisals against fellow Jews, no penal
izing them as German hostages because 
the conscience of the world utters its 
mighty protest., .. " 

This awareness of the danger to 
German Jews by leaders of the boy
cott is further evidenced by the 1939 
statement of Max A. Kopstein, one of 
such leaders: 
" ... We knew that the boycott was a 
strong harsh weapon. We knew that 
innocent people in Germany would suf
fer as a result of Its application. ... We 
were not deterred ... by the argument 
that ... by boycotting we would antag
onize Hitler and by not boycotting we 
might win mercy at his hands . ... " 

That this was no idle threat is 
borne out by a warning to American 
Jewiy from Josef Goebbels, Hitler's 
propaganda minister: 

", , , If the boycott were carried to 
lengths actuslly endangering our eco
nomic situstlon, It would not mean that 
we should let the Jews go free! No! The 
hatred of the German people would first 
of all vent Itself of those who cao be 
grabbed In the homeland." 

This was reiterated in an editorial 
in the conservative magazine Amer
ican Mercury of Februaiy I, 1938. 
The editorial pointed to the irony 
that, "Some of our leading pacifists 
[including Wise! and anti-War liber
als are strong for the boycott against 
the German ... because a govern
ment which is merely put at bay by 
force of boycott will act just as if it 
were put at bay by force of arms." 

Further antisemitic reaction by 
conservative elements in this coun
tiy were strengthened by the eco
nomic effect such a boycott had on 
those trading with Germany, for 
example. when Jews opposed aspects 
of a trade bill with Germany. which 
bartered U.S. cotton for German 
manufactured goods. This Jewish 
opposition was bitterly decried by 
Southern congressmen who "blamed 
the Jewish intellectuals for hurting 
the interests of their constituents." 

As a result of his many powerful 
speeches (Wise was among the fore
most orators of the day), often 
spoken in the name of American and 
even world Jewiy, Wise became the 
symbol of the Jewish reaction to 
Nazi Germany, a title "he was quite 
proud of." After one particularly ve
hement speech in I 934 he was 
dubbed by the Nazis as "Der haupt 
juedischer HetzerinAmerikagegen 
Deutschland," or chief American 
Jewish agitator against Germany. 
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Stephen S. Wise: "We do not overlook the fact that 
an anti-German boycott is bound to affect and 

injure the Jews ... in Germany." 

THE TRAGIC DISTINCTION 

H ow tragic Wise's dubious 
distinction turned out to be 
for the Jews is recounted by 

Rabbi Michael BerWeissmandl, '""· 
the genius of rescue, in Min Hame
tzar, his searing and profound 
memoir of the Churban. He wrote 
that in 1941. before the deporta
tions from Slovakia, Reb Shlome 
Gross. representative of the regional 
Orthodox community, was told by 
Dieter Wisliceny of the SS, an assist
ant to Eichmann in charge of depor
tations from Slovakia and Greece: 

"That while be (Wlsliceny] was still In 
the German consulate In the U.S., be 
sent a report 1 to Germany[ all about the 
Jewish mass demonstration [against 
Nazi Germany] to hear the sharp speech 
of Stephen Wise against the wicked 
(Hitler] and his propbeslzlng his [Le., 
Hitler's) downfall. When [Hitler] read 
this, In conjunction with clippings from 
American newspapers, be fell down his 
full height on the ground In a frenzy, 
stomping with his bands and feet. 

"'Now I will destroy them! Now I will 
destroy them!' he declared. Wlsliceny 
then showed Gross photocopies of Ste
phen Wise's speech. as printed in Amer
ican newspapers, and even a clipping of 
a German translation from a Yiddish 
newspaper on this subject." 

How heroic it was for Wise to pro
voke martyrdom so bravely. and ac
cept it so stoically-except that it 
was the martyrdom of his German 
Jewish brothers. while he was safe 
on American shores. 

During the war. both Rabbi Aharon 
Kotler and Rabbi Elya Meir Bloch 
(lateTelshe Rosh Yeshiva) nJ1J7 omJl 
inveighed against the secular Jew
ish leadership. which encouraged 
the harmful anti-Hitler boycotts and 
demonstrations. Yet. by 1941. when 
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Rabbi Michael Ber Weissmandl ?"t. 

the boycott's ill-effects were appar
ent to all. even the German-Jewish 
elite had joined the Jewish Estab
lishment in valuing the public chal
lenge of Hitler and fascism over the 
concerns of a particular Jewish 
community. 

JEWS VS. JEWS 
ON THE PICKET LINE 

T his choice of public grand
standing against Hitler over 
saving individual Jews re

sulted in a tragic episode during the 
summer of 1941. whereby Jews 
picketed other Jews for sending food 
packages to the Polish ghettos in 
defiance of the vast majority of 
American Jewry. 

At that time. the general impres
sion was that Hitler "merely" wished 
to slowly starve the Jews in the Pol
ish ghettos. Gas chambers and mass 
murder were still beyond their imag
ination. Many private companies and 
Jewish organizations. including 
Agudath Israel of America, were 

sending food packages to their fel
low Jews. In fact. Agudah's project 
managed to dispatch over 4,000 
packages per month. sent on behalf 
of anyone-Orthodox or freethink
er-who paid the $5.25 (25 cents 
handling). Under the prodding of the 
British Ambassador to America. 
Rabbi Wise and Dr. Joseph Tennen
baum pressured all the Jewish or
ganizations to cease their food 
package operations, in support of 
the British blockade of German-oc
cupied Europe. which included 
Poland. 

This was arguably one of Ortho
doxy's finest hours-the small. eco
nomically-and-politically weakest 
segment of American Jewry. stand
ing firm in the face of vehement 
opposition by the entire Jewish Es
tablishment.Agudath Israel felt that 
"feeding unfortunate brothers and 
sisters in Poland is a clear-cut in
stance of not standing idly by !the 
flow of thy brother's blood).'' It fur
ther argued that the "thousands of 
heartrending cries for help are far 
more important and authoritative 
than the Boycott Committee." 

Yet. except for Agudas Horabbo
nim (Union of Orthodox Rabbis), the 
Agudah found little support for its 
position. Most vehement in the de
nunciation of the stubborn Ortho
dox Jews was Boycott Chairman 
Tennenbaum. who wrote: 
" ... We dare not do anything now. as a 
nation or as an organization, which 
would awaken those slightly stilling 
cries that we are only for ourselves. The 
British interests are our interests." 

The picketing continued and 
tempers grew shorter. The Agudah 
demanded proof of Tennenbaum's 
contention that the goods were be
ing pilfered by Nazis or that feeding 
impoverished Jews aided the Nazi 
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Agudah youth volunteers preparing packagesforJews in war-tom Poland. 

cause. It further asked why. by con
trast. there were no British objec
tions to sending shiploads of Ameri
can grain to the hungry c!Vilian 
population of Nazi-occupied Greece 
and Yugoslavia. who enjoyed ahigher 
caloric intake than the Jewish in
mates of the ghettos. In the heat of 
the debate, Tennenbaum railed 
against the Agudah and its halachic 
authorities: 

"It Is to be deplored that the Agu.dath 
Israel of America, a sickly-weed trans
planted from foreign soil to the liberal 
American environment, should con
tinue to poison the atmosphere without 
regard for the consequences to the en
tire Jewish people." 

He defamed the Talmudic scho
lars directing the shipments as 
"Jewish-Polish refugees, recent arri
vals in this land of freedom and 
opportunity, who, though they speak 
of Torah and prayer with pious glan
ces, yet a dollar is a dollar.'' 

Some argue that. in retrospect. the 
greater good of the Jewish People as 
a whole would best have been served 
by concentrating all efforts on rally
ing public opinion against Hitler 
and cooperating with the Allied 
Powers. As for those that died be
cause of Hitler's stepped up genoci
dal program, they inevitably would 
have died anyway. Would calling off 
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the boycott in 1933, for instance, 
have made a difference in Hitler's 
mobilization of his diabolic plans, 
already outlined so clearly in his 
Mein Kampf? 

This argument is shortsighted, at 
best. Even if calling off the boycott 
would only have delayed Hitler's 
timetable, it would have been 
worthwhile. During the war there 
were occasions when German 
sadism and irrationality peaked, and 
other times when inexplicably lives 
were saved through negotiation and 
bartering. When dealing with so un
predictable an adversary, every win
dow of relaxation in the wall of op
pression could have meant one more 
trainload of refugees permitted to 
leave German territory for safety. 
one more shipment oflife-sustaining 
parcels of food and supplies to feed 
the starving denizens of the ghettos 
and the camps. Can one possibly 
assess the value of those lives that 
might have been saved if prudence 
instead of passion had directed Jew
ish policy in the free world! 

One may accept, then, that the 
actions of Wise and his colleagues 
were motivated by an Ahavas Yis
rael that was somehow misinformed; 
and yet one is still left with several 
nagging questions: 

Why, during the Fall and Winter of 
1942. when public awareness was so 

crucial to saving lives, did Wise keep 
the lid on reports that the Jews were 
being systematically murdered, per
mitting an indifferent President 
Roosevelt to pose as uninformed and 
unaware of the Jews' plight?* 

Why did Wise oppose the first pos
itive step that the American Gov
ernment took toward saving Jews
the creation of the War Refugee 
Board? 

How exactly did he define Ahavas 
Yisroel, and how did he understand 
its ramifications? 

THE CRUCIAL FACTOR: 
"ARElWS'' 

T he crucial factor that made 
Agudath Israel's policy differ
ent from that of the Estab

lishment was the areivus, or res
ponsibility.felt by the battlingRoshei 
Yeshtva and laymen for each and 
every Jew under the Nazi's oppres
sive boot. Each life made a differ
ence, no matter how distant his loca
tion, how foreign his garb, how bi
zarre his circumstances. Such is the 
nature of the areivus of Torah lead
ers, who take their directives from 
Torah sources. Public acceptance 
and political connections were not 
goals to be pursued for their own 
sake; theywere important only so far 
as they promoted the saving of Jew
ish lives. Ironically, it was that same 
concern for the plight of fellow 
Jews-the threat of arrest of the 
thousands of Jewish refugees in 
England-that finally prompted 
Agudah to halt its food package 
project. 

Jewish history is, of course, 
marked by numerous other cases of 
Jews acting out of this same sense of 
areivus, as well as instances of res
traint directed by areivus-rabbinic 
authorities forbidding a boycott of a 
murderous antisemitic state on the 
grounds of a potential danger to the 
native Jewish population; dealing 
with the delicate face-off of two 
pressing concerns-protecting the 
perceived interests of Jews at large, 

*See the Chapter ''Two Cables From Europe," Jn 
Heroine of Rescue, by the author of this article 
and Joseph Friedenson, and Chapter 7 of the 
author's forthcoming book. Thy Brother's Blood. 
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To the Torah leaders, public acceptance and 
political connections were not goals to be pursued 
for their own sake; they were important only so far 

as they promoted the saving of Jewish lives. 

versus saving the very lives of a spe
cific community. 

A particular episode of this type 
occurred in the years 1556-7, after 
24 Marranos were burned at the 
stake In Ancona, Italy, a community 
that was then under papal rule. The 
aroused Jewish community in Tur
key (most of them Spanish exiles) 
was under the leadership of the vizier 
Joseph, Duke ofNaxos, and his aunt, 
the Influential Donna Gracia The 
Turkish Jews had decided to seek 
retribution by twofold economic ac
tion-a boycott against Ancona and 
diversion of all trade and shipping to 
the neighboring duchy of Plsaro, 
commercial competitors of the papal 
state. The pope, upon learning of 
this plan, threatened the Ancona 
Jews with dire consequences, and 
they, in tum, pleaded with their fel
low Jews in Turkey to cancel the 
planned boycott In Nachla LYeho
shua, one can find a contemporary 
halachic response to this dilemma 
by Rabbi Yehoshua Soncino, ruling 
that since the boycott would be det
rimental to the welfare and lives of 
the Jews of Ancona, perpetrators of 
the boycott would be guilty of blood
shed. Thus, all such plans should be 
abandoned. 

CONTEMPORARY ANALOGIES 

I n essence, these historical pre
cedents regarding aretvus and 

. its implications are not appreci
ably different from the 'Waldheim 
documents" affair. Yet many Jews, 
even the Orthodox, even some rabbis 
who should know better, seem to 
have lost this unique Jewish sensi
tivity. Sadly, there are those who feel 
that they must follow the shrill cries 
of Jewish establishment organiza
tions In their chase for the scent of 
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everyantisemite, even at theexpense 
of the security of a faraway Jewish 
community! Have we the right to 
publicly petition our government to 
barWaldheim-undoubtedlyaNazi
if this public stance would possibly 
jeopardize even a single Jew, let alone 
a community of thousands? 

The Waldheim affair, in the mean
time, has taken on a life of its own, 
and is being resolved on its own mer
its. But there are other hotbeds of 
social and political concern that can 
have terrifying implications to other 
faraway Jewish communities. Top of 
the list is South Africa, where the 
government's reprehensible apart
heid policies are being condemned 
the world over. We Jews, more than 
any other national, religious, or eth
nic group, know the taste of perscu
tlon and oppression. 

Yet, before any Orthodox Jewish 
group joins the clamor to publicly 
demand that all Jews divest them
selves of any holdings in companies 
that do business in South Africa, as 
one Orthodox national organization 
did, some questions must be asked. 
That country has a large Jewish com
munl ty living under fear-perhaps 
even greater than that of the Jews of 
Vienna-and every an ti-government 
statement emanating from a Jewish 
source can have extremely damag
ing consequences for the Jews of 
South Africa In addition, Israel's 
economic welfare Is (unfortunately?) 
tied to its relationship with the cur
rent regime in South Africa One 
cannotspeakoutforjustice without 
first taking into account the injus
tice that might be suffered by fellow 
Jews elsewhere. as a result. That is, 
areivus. 

This by no means calls for unhesi
tating, vociferous backing of every 
repressive regime that has the lives 
or welfare of Jews under its thumb. 

The very same Realpolitik of areivus 
that cautions against a public call 
for divestiture, for example, also cau
tions against ignoring the winds of 
change that are blowing across 
South Africa. Someday, the Black 
majority may rule in Pretoria, and it 
then could prove fatal for South 
African Jewry if other Jews had 
aligned themselves in favor of pre
serving the status quo in that 
country. 

In add! ti on, we American Jews for 
a long time enjoyed a close political 
and social alliance with America's 
Blacks. Implicit support of the pres
ent South African regime can bode 
ill for our own American Jewish 
community. Moreover, Israel's old 
arms contracts with Johannesburg 
(which are not being renewed) have 
given American Blacks cause enough 
to lobby against Israel. Israel does 
not gain by having Black opposition 
in America 

Needless to say, an area so com
plex and so fraught with implica
tions in regard to the safety and wel
fare of so many different Jewish 
communities calls for prudence, 
patience, prescience, and guidance 
from Torah leaders . . . men who 
shun publicity and act with respon
sibility toward their brethren, fol
lowing Torah guidelines, recogniz
ing that we are dealing with lives not 
merely headlines. 

• • • 
Speaking out for justice may seem 

like the mostlogica!Jewish reaction 
to the Incidents of prejudice, or per
secution, or unfairness, or unpun
ished criminals that parade before 
our eyes. But age-old Jewish tradi
tions of areivus and discretion
which take a longer-range perspec
tive on events-often dictate other
wise.O 
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A NEW MAGNIFICENT SHUL WILL BE BUILT! 
The Site 

Nestled in the hills of Yerushalayim is the new bustling Orthodox neighborhood 
of Ramot. Here a new community of 150 young Torah families is being built: 

Kiryat Ungvar. 

The Shul 
A new magnificent 1,000 seat shul is being built to serve the thousands of 

residents who live in the area. The entire region of Ramot will benefit from this 
new center of Tefilah and Torah learning. Complementing the huge Bais 

Hakenesses will be several smaller shuls, mikvaos and a library. 

The Architect 
Rabbi Menashe Klein of Ungvar, a scion of a noble family of 
Chasidic leaders and Torah scholars, is a survivor of the rich 
spirituality of pre-war Europe. He led a group of 400 survivors 
to France after the war, helped rebuild Torah life in America 

and is the author of voluminous works on Torah thought and Halacha. Now in 
his most ambitious undertaking to replenish the world that was lost, 

he is building Kiryat Ungvar. 

The Event 
On June 15th at the Pierre Hotel, the Ungvar Restoration Foundation will mark 

the far reaching accomplishments of Ungvar. The new beautiful modern 
shul will be dedicated. 

The Opportunity 
Join in this "Special Evening of Tribute" to Ungvar and to Rabbi Klein. Learn 

about the various dedication opportunities, place an ad in the Special Journal of 
Tribute, and participate in the Unique Evening. 

For reservations and information contact: 
Ungvar Restoration Foundation 

Suite 1200, 21 West 38th Street, New York, NY 10018 (212) 302-6677 



Dear Friend, 

Sometimes it seems as though every day brings new 
tragedies - tales that test our ability to show that we are part of 
Klal Yisroel, and that we share the suffering of our fellow Jews. 

We take the liberty therefore, of calling you, to help, as you 
have surely done many times in the past. 

S.T. is our American Yeshiva and Kolle! product who settled 
in Yerushalayim with his family. After his years of learning, he 
supported his family through honest physical labor.Until 2 years 
ago when he was struck by an Egged bus. It is uncredible but 
true that, despite his continuing disability, Egged's lawyers are 
dragging him through the courts, refusing even to pay minimal 
support for his young family. All the while medical expenses 
are mounting and his family is left destitute, while their father lies 
in bed. 

Y.S. came to America 3 years ago for major surgery. The 
results were only partially successful!, but the expenses were 
huge. Y.S. is not a person who walks away from his debts. After 
struggling to pay as much as he could, he became ill from the 
strain. Now, he and his family are in desperate need. 

We plead with you - dear merciful children of merciful 
parents - join us in helping these two families that are victims of 
tragedy. Amid the many major causes that affect the future of 
our people, let us not be deaf to the weeping of suffering Jews, 
and their wives and children. 

Surely our compassion and generosity to S.T. and Y.S. will be 
rewarded tenfold with heavenly blessings of good health and 
joy for ourselves and our loved ones. 

Very Sincerely Yours, 

'Rg66i :Moshe Wolfson 'Rg66i '.fefiwfafi Oef6aum 'Rg66i Sfimue{ 'Disfion 
Torah Vodaath Machon Bais Yaakov Karlin Stalin 

Your checks can be made out to "Beth Aaron" and sent to 
Rabbi Yehudah Oelbaum 

1714 48th Street, Brooklyn, New York 11204 



Saralie Faivelson 

COMING HOME 
The Russian Olimjace the frustrations Qf all 

new immigrants-a new language and culture, 
a lumbering bureaucracy, loss Qf family andfriends. 
But they also find friends they never knew they had. 

The Jewish Observer, May 1987 

"WHY DID YOU COME HERE?" 

Suddenly, the years of waiting 
were over. In the summer of 
1985, the Soviet Office ofVisas 

and Registration (OVIR) issued exit 
visas to Meir and Oksana Lisnevski 
of Moscow, their three children, and 
Meir's mother and aunt. In Vienna, 
the transit point for all Jews leaving 
Russia, they cried with joy when 
they saw Israeli soldiers guarding 
their El Al plane. After a 9 p.m. 
touchdown at Ben Gurion airport 
and two hours of paperwork, the 
exhausted family was put onto a 
truck bound for the MevasseretZion 
absorption center near Jerusalem. 
Their truck driver, a Russian Jew 
who had immigrated from Kishinev 
ten years earlier turned to them. 
"Why did you come here?" he asked. 
"The situation here is miserable.'' 

The Lisnevskis are members of a 
new group on the Soviet Jewish 
scene-ba'alei teshuva (returnees 
to observant Judaism) who have 
immigrated to Israel. The Soviet te
shuva movement became visible only 
about five years ago, when Jews who 
had started to study Hebrew in their 
quest for a Jewish identity 'gradu
ated' to studying Jewish histoiy and 

Saralie Faivelson is a freelance writer living in 
New York. She spent two weeks in the Mevasseret 
Zion Absorption Center In preparation for this 
article. 
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'What's the use of leaving Russia with three 
children and two grandmothers and entering another 
galut?We wanted to go home, so we came to Israel." 

Russian olim learning in Yeshiva ShvutAmi. 

philosophy. Bible and Talmud. The 
immigrants now arriving in Israel 
were influenced by Rabbi Eliyahu 
Essas in Moscow (JO April '86). pri
vately studying and observing mitz
vos. They immigrate to Israel be
cause, finally, they want to be Jews 
in a Jewish country. 

Whatdotheyfind?Thesereligious 
immigrants experience the frustra
tions all immigrants to Israel face-a 
new language and culture, the lum
bering absorption bureaucracy, and 
the loss of friends and family. But 
they also find friends they never 
knew they had. waiting to welcome 
them home. 

"THINK CAREFULLY ABOUT 
WHERE YOU'RE GOING" 

I f Oksana Lisnevski had heeded 
her sister's pleas. the 38-year
old chemist and mother of four 

would not be in Israel at all. The two 
sisters first applied to leave the Soviet 
Union in 1979. Oksana was refused, 
but her sister received permission 
and left. After a year in Israel. she 
settled in the U.S. When Oksana and 
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her husband applied again in 1985, 
the sister called urgently from New 
York. "She said. 'Think carefully 
about where you're going.'" recalls 
Oksana. "She said the economic 
situation in Israel was very bad, and. 
with small children. we had no right 
to go to Israel." 

"Meir and I discussed it.'' says 
Oksana, sitting in the living room of 
their apartment in Mevasseret Zion. 
"Obviously. this was a nisayon, a 
test of faith. We knew the economic 
situation was bad. That was in '85, 
when there was 400 percent infla
tion. But we, as ba'alei teshuva.only 
wanted to go to Israel. 'It's our land.' 
we said to one another. What's the 
use of leaving Russia with three 
children and two grandmothers over 
80 and entering another exile? We 
didn't want galut We wanted to go 
home. So we came." 

Oksana'sandMeir'sbackgrounds 
are typical of many of the Russian 
ba 'alei teshuva. Oksana's family had 
been non-observant for three gener
ations. She grew up in a totally Rus
sian environment. "I was always 

among non-Jews," she says. "in 
school. in our courtyard, in univer
sity. I had one Jewish friend. The 
rest were non-Jews." 

Oksana was working as a chemist 
in a research laboratory when her 
sister persuaded her to join a Hebrew 
study group in 1977. "Ilove to learn, 
so I thought it might be interesting 
to learn another language," she says. 
There she met Meir, then a 38-year
old graphic artist. 

Meir had started searching for his 
Jewishness years before. His family 
was not religious, but his mother 
knew a bit of Hebrew and marked 
the Jewish holidays in a traditional 
way-matzos and gefilte fish. Meir 
had read and re-read a 16-volume 
Jewish encyclopedia his family had 
until he knew it "practically by 
heart." "For years he went to shul in 
Moscow on the holidays. asking if 
anyone knew aHebrew teacher," says 
Oksana. "But there were afraid of 
him. They thought he might be a 
KGB agent." Finally. a friend told 
him of the Hebrew study group Ok
sana belonged to. 

Two years later. Meir's Hebrew 
teacher introduced him to Rabbi 
Eliyahu Essas. Meir joined a group 
of 20 students learning Shulchan 
Aruch, Chumash and Gemora. Meir 
and Oksana married in 1981. When 
Chana, Oksana's daughter from a 
previous marriage, started first grade 
in a Russian school. she also "en
rolled" her in a special Sunday kin
dergarten organized by Rabbi Essas. 

While the children were taught in 
the living room, Rabbi Essas deli
vered lectures on Parshas HaSha
vua (Torah portion of the week) to 
their parents, crammed into a tiny 
kitchen. The learning program grew 
to include a rented house where par
ents, on rotation, taught Jewish sub
jects to pre-schoolers who stayed 
there all week. On Thursday night or 
Friday morning, families with older 
children arrived for Shabbos. On 
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Sunday, children forced to attend 
school on Shabbos arrived for their 
day of Jewish learning. 

Meir and Oksana observed their 
first Shabbos shorily after partici
pating in one at Rabbi Essas's 
"house." For Pesach 1981. they 
marked dishes "dairy" and "meat" 
and started observing kashrus. 

People knowledgeable about the 
religious scene in Russia say that 
although it is heartbreakingly diffi
cult to live there. the ba'alei teshuva 
need time to strengthen their com
mitment to Torah observance before 
being exposed to the openness of 
Western society. "Jn those four years 
of refusal we managed to learn a lot 
of Yiddishkeit" says Oksana. "If we 
had left in '81, when we applied, we 
would have become secular Jews. 
G-d forbid. Like many of them, we 
wouldn't be happy in Israel. We're 
happy we left when we did. We were 
ready." 

The morning after their arrival, 
the Lisnevskis realized they had been 
given a small apartment for seven 
people, including two women in their 
80's. ''When Meirwent to the absorp
tion center office the administrator 
said to him, We don't need old peo
ple in Israel. Why did you bring 
them?'" recalls Oksana. 

"Our experience with the Jewish 
Agency and the staff here is that the 
administrator who gets personally 
involved and really wants to help is 
the exception to the rule," she con
tinues. "Usually, they just want to 
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YESHIVA TORAS CHAIM 
The Original -

Mokom Torah of the West-Beis Medrash and Mesivta 

Where the Yeshiva Provides -
• A bouyant, vital system of learning 

• A Gemorah program which blends 
lyun and Bekiyus 

• A curriculum which includes Mishnayos, 
Halacha, Chumash and Mussar 

• A state accredited Secular Studies 
Program 

• Complete program of English, Math, 
Social Studies, Science, Language, plus 
electives 

• Fully equipped science lab, library and 
computer facility 

• Supervised dormitory complex 

Where the Yeshiva Bochur finds-
• Inspiration from dedicated and gifted 

Mechanchim 

• Individual attention in the company 
of peers 

• An environment geared to excellence 
and motivation for success 

• A focus on development of character, 
sense of responsibility and 
accomplishment 

• Guidance to help meet future 
challenges 

• An enduring commitment to become 
a true Ben Torah 

Applications are being accepted for the Elul Z'man, September, 1987. 
Appointments for interviews can be made by calling: 

1-718-846-6903 I 1-303-629-8200 

Yeshiva Toras Chaim 
Talmudical Seminary/Denver 

1400 Quitman Street 
P.O. Box 4067 

Denver, Colorado 80204 
303-629-8200 

Applications acc:ep!C>d from all /{'wish youih withou! regard to race, color or national or Nhnic origin. 
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'When I told the education advisor at the absorption 
administration that I want a Bais Yaakov School for 

my daughter, she said, 'That's a shame. She has a 
good head . ... There they just sing three hours a day'." 

finish their workday. We hear the 
same thing from our friends." 

A joke circulating at a recent gath
ering of Russian immigrants tells of 
a woman on her way to the Western 
Wall. She hails a cab and instructs 
the driver. ''Take me to the place 
where everybody cries." He drives 
her to the Jewish Agency. 

"IF YOU NEED ANYTHING, 
JUST CALL US" 

I nside a brightly lit, elegant living 
room on HaGraStreet in Jerusa
lem's Sha'arei Chessed quarter, 

women from Moscow, Vilna, Lenin
grad. Riga and Kubishev listen in
tently as a Torah lecture is trans
lated into Russian. Earlier. taxis had 
pulled up at the Beit Canada. Belt 
Giora. Gilo and Mevasseret Zion ab
sorption centers to ferry the women 
to the lecture. Later, they would also 
be taken home that way. 

After the lecture. four new arrivals 
were seated in chairs facing the 
Russtanfamtltesonexcursion.LagB'omer.5747. 
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audience and introduced. A warm 
round of applause welcomed them. 
'We are your sisters, we are your 
friends," said Mesdames Tova Boi
mal and Martha Lorincz, leaders of 
N'shei Agudath Israel's Friends 
Committee for Russian Immigrants. 
'We want to help you. If you need 
anything. just call us." 

Two years ago, there was no 
Friends Committee. and Mrs. Boi
mal and her friends could not pro
nounce the Russian names that roll 
off their tongues so easily now. Dur
ing a visit to Israel in 1985, Mr. Mor
dechai Neustadt, head of Aguda's 
Va' ad Hatzoloh L'Nidchei Yisroel,and 
his wife. Alice, visited some newly
arrived religious Russian immig
rants. 'We were shocked," says Mr. 
Neustadt. "Nobody seemed to care 
about them. In Russia, these people 
were part of a closely-knit religious 
society. In Israel, they felt abandoned. 
One woman told me that in Moscow 
she went to shiurirn (lectures) con
stantly. In Israel, she hadn't been to 
one in four months." 

The Neustadtsadvised theAgudah 
Women's group, and a few days later. 
armed with a few absorption center 
addresses, the ladies set out for 
Mevasseret Zion. The two women 
returned home shaken: 'We found 
depressed, poorly dressed families. 
The poverty struck us, and the lack 
of hope. Their loneliness was ter
rible." 

Spurred Into action, the two 
women organized the Friends Com
mittee for Russian Immigrants, 
which now deals with close to 100 
Russian immigrant families. Volun
teers 'adopt' Russian families, and 
invite them to their homes for 
Shabbos and Yorn Tov. When a child 
comes to school dressed "Russian;· 
it's hard for her. Volunteers buy clo
thing, school supplies and food. and 
help the immigrants cover Shabbos 
and transportation costs. 

Torah lectures forwomen are given 
every three weeks. The Friends Com
mittee pays for taxi service to and 
fro. Yorn Tov gatherings are arranged. 
Committee volunteers set doctors' 
appointments, and, in general. pitch 
in whenever help is needed. Recently, 
a Russian woman needed surgery. 
The Committee paid for the doctor's 
visit, but the woman was worried 
about child care during her hospi
talization. Ten volunteers got to
gether. and each one paid for one day 
of babysitting. 

Today, when a Russian family ar
rives, they feel that they're coming 
straight into the arms of a warm. 
loving family. The family now in
cludes a network of already-settled 
Russians who alert the Committee 
to new arrivals. 

Last year, the Friends Committee 
supplied 50 religious Russian fami
lies with new kitchen supplies for 
Pesach, including wine, meat. mat
zoh. oil and potatoes; spending about 
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$200 to $250 on each family. Eveiy 
Russian family spent the Seder at a 
volunteer's house. Last year's budget 
totaled $100,000. 

The Friends Committee also helps 
religious Russian immigrants setile 
in religious neighborhoods by cover
ing the difference between the cost 
of an apartment there and in a non
religious area (The government sup
plies the basic grant.) 'We want these 
families to live in religious neigh-

borhoods, which are more expen
sive," reports a Friends spokesper
son. 'We've helped eight families buy 
apartments. An average grant is 
$8,000. We have ten new requests. 
We're looking for contributors.'' 

The N'shei Friends Committee is 
not alone In its efforts, for other reli
gious organizations also work with 
the Russian immigrants, hosting 
families in various settlements 
around the countiy. 

"THE RUSSIAN BAAL TESHUVA 
MUST BEGIN LEARNING 

ALL OVER AGAIN'' 

R eligiOusRussian immigrants 
must make the transition 
from observance In-spite-of

oppression to Torah living in a free 
society. "In Russia, eveiy mttzva 
demands mesiras nejesh (extra de
votion)," says Rabbi Moshe Pantilat, 
outreach co-ordinator of ShvutAmi, 
a yeshiva organized to meet the needs 
of Russian immigrants. "In Russia, 
the religious Jew feels that he's a 
national hero. It's veiy difficult for 
some people to adjust to the fact that 
here he's just one of the crowd. Eveiy
one goes through a crisis period. Not 
eveiyone recovers from it." 

"The Russian ba'al teshuva also 
realizes how little he knows," con-
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PINCHAS MANDEL 
Over 35 Years Experience in Kvura in Eretz Yisrael 

•Dedicated to Kavod Haniftarwith personal 
responsibility throughout service 

•Highly recommended by Gedolai Had or 
-Here and in Eretz Yisrael-

1569 - 47th Street, Brooklyn, New York 11219 
Day & Night Phone (718) 855-5121 

Honesty - Integrity - Reliability 
CHES ED SHEL EMES ... as understood and practiced by one active in the industry more than half a century. 

Taharas Haniftar Should Never Be Commercialized 

\Vb.at would you do 
if you could not work 

for one full year? 
How would you pay for food, clothing 

and lodging for the entire year? 

T his rnaysound ridiculous to you no\v, but to several thousand families in En:'tZ 
Yisrocl \vho \v:ill not \\'Ork this year b('cause ofSh1nitah, it is tl reality. llere, in 
AllH:'rica, \Ve have an opportunity to sharC' in this a\V('Some Mitzvah that con1es 

along only once in seven years and to help those courageous fi1rn1ers survive a very 
difficult year. 

Tl1c fru11ed Merkaz Artzi leSho1nrC'i Sh'viis, fhundC'd by thc world reno\VC'd me1nbers 
of Moshav Koinemius under the leadership of their sainted Rnv, Rabbi Binyo1nin 
Mendelson, ?"::t', is the 1nqjor fbrc(' in Eretz Yisrocl that 11as spread the consciousness 
ofMitzvns Sh'v:iis throughout tl1c land. Through its 1irogran1s of public education, 
econon1ic support. and alternative en1ployTI1cnt systen1s, the r<~nks of Shrnitah
observant fi1rnu:-rs \villjun1p this ye<ir to an estin1ated 3,000 in aln1ost 200 yeshuvi1n of 
all Atripes and colors. 

But fi111ds <1redcsperntclyneeded noivto 
sustain this \i\'ork. and to help our brothers 
in Eretz HaKedosha .. All of the n1;:rjorTorah 
lcr:1dcrs in Erctz Yisroel and America have 
appealed to you (see inserts) to hdp these 
heroic fi1n11ers in their holy task. 

Don't let this Milzvnh opportunity slip 
away ... respond today. Rc1ne1nber, your 
one donation has to last a v1.rhole year, so 
makf> it a l.:trge one, please. 

RABBI ELVA SVEI 
RABBI YAAKOV PERLOur 
(Novenlinskcr Rebbe) 
1h'asurcrs 

RABBI AVROHOM KLIERS 
Dinxtor 

I wish to respond to the appeal of the Moetzes Gedolei, Ila Torah by enclosing n1y con. 
tribution of$ to Keren HaSh'viis. 

0 $Hl00 0 $.'JOO 0 $:':GO 0 $180 0 $100 0 $50 0 Other Mail to: 

Nan1P -------------------
Address __________________ _ 

City -----------'State ___ ~,ip, __ _ 

Keren HaSh'viis 
Suite 1200 
84 H'illiam Street 
New York, N.Y. 10038 
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tinues Rabbi Pantilat. "In Russia, he 
taught others. Here he must start 
from the beginning. It's impossible 
fora Russian ba'al teshuva to enter a 
regular Israeli yeshiva." 

Shvut Ami's learning program is 
designed to help Russian ba 'a lei 
teshuva "mainstream" into regular 
Israeli yeshivas. Beginners learn 
Chumash, Mishna. Halacha and 
then Gemora. "Some stay for a half 
year, a year. or longer," says Rabbi 
Pantilat. 

Meir Lisnevski works as a graphic 
artist in a publishing house from 9 
a.m. to 3 p.m. and learns in Shvut 
Ami from 3 to 7:30 p.m. He stays for 
Ma 'ariv, then heads home. reaching 
Mevasseret Zion at 8 or 8:30 p.m. 
"Even though I was a ba 'al teshuva 
In Russia for more than three years, 

it's not enough," he says. "Jn Russia. 
there's no real yeshiva learning
learning for hours daily with roshei 
yeshiva who can render a psak. For 
most Russian ba'alei teshuva. it's 
necessary to learn in a yeshiva here 
for a minimum of three years." 

Choosing a school for their chil
dren is another bewildering experi
ence for religious Russian immig
rants. 'We knew we wanted a reli
gious school. but there are many 
different ones here," says Oksana. 
"Different people recommend differ
ent schools." 

After discussing the various op
tions, the Lisnevskis chose Bais 
Yaakov for Chana, now 13. "It was 
very difficult to decide," Oksanasays. 
"There's no bagmt (matriculation 
exams). We're accustomed to giving 

TORAH. 
"A laste of lbrah" is a Torah learning radio program j~ 
exploring the Jewish perspective on AIDS, MONEY, I I 
WOMEN'S RIGHTS, NUCLEAR WAR and other 
critical issues. 

"A laste of lbrah" Every 'lllesday 10:30 PM 98 FM 
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Call (718) 376-6325 for FREE schedule and tape listing 

BNOS LEAH SEMINARY 
of 

PROSPECT PARK YESHIVA 
Rebetzin E. Hobernzan-Director 

Now Considering Applicants for the New School Year 5 748 

1-First Year Seminary 
2-Second Year Seminary 
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FROM ERETZ YISROEL: 

3-Morning or Afternoon Classes 
for Seminary Graduates 
Limudei Kodesh I Education 

All Applicants Please Call 718-376-4400 

our children a secular education. 
But we wanted to send our daughter 
to a school with an uncompromising 
Torah education.As ba 'alei teshuva, 
we don't yet have a hashkafa (religi
ous outlook) ofYiddishkeit We want 
this for our children.'' 

Religious immigrants complain 
that absorption center staff try to 
steer them away from religious 
schools. 'When I told the education 
advisor here that I wanted to send 
Chana to Bais Yaakov, she said 
'That's a shame, she has a good 
head,' " says Oksana. "She said, 
'They don't learn there, they just 
sing three hours a day.· That woman 
misdirects religious children.'' 

The administrators show the par
ents lists of schools, but Chinuch 
Atzmai and other religious schools 
are not on these lists. 

In spite of the difficulties, the Lis
nevskis are grateful to be in Israel. 
"Every morning, when we travel to 
Jerusalem, we thank G-d for per
formingthis miracle that we're here," 
Oksana says."! can't imagine living 
anywhere else. Of course, it's hard, 
and it will continue to be hard. We 
weren't poor in Russia They didn't 
let us take anything out. We came 
with nothing. But our children have 
a future here.'' 

"Religious people from the various 
groups helped us very much," she 
continues. "Only the religious ones. 
We had nothing in common with 
them. no shared past or language. 
But now we feel that we're one Jew
ish nation, we're brothers. That's 
how they welcomed us.''O 

hl>.J:lf .,:,,13 
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ONE PEOPLE, 
ONE TORAH, 
ONE VOICE 

An Editorial Statement 

P esach is a festival of Jewish 
peoplehood, celebrating G-d's 
intervention in the affairs of 

man to choose a nation that bears 
witness to His sovereignty. It was on 
the eve of this past Pesach that Rabbi 
Milton Polin, president of the Ortho
dox Rabbinical Council of America, 
joined voice with Kassel Abelson and 
Jack Stem, presidents of the Conser
vative and Reform rabbinical groups, 
in "a call for unity." The press de
scribed the statement as "unprece
dented" (N.Y. Times, Jewish Week, 
Jerusalem Fbst, etc.), and reported 
that while many Orthodox rabbis 
were unhappy with this call, the other 
groups were uniformly delighted. 

We find the statement highly ob
jectionable, the timing most inap
propriate, and the company a source 
of dismay. Before getting to specifics, 
let us first quote the statement itself: 

The Jewish Obseroer, May 1987 

"'You are One and Your name is One: 
and who is like Your people Israel, one na
tion on earth.' Thus do Jews affirm their 
commitment to the One God and to the 
unity of the people of Israel. 

"But are the words of this prayer true 
today, at least with regard to the people 
of Israel? Are we Jews-Orthodox, Con· 
servative and Reform-still one people, 
or have the bonds of unity been torn 
asunder? 

"Recent events and strident statement..<; 
reported in the media appear to highlight 
the differences in religious belief and 
practice that divide us rather than unite 
us. How do we express our distress over 
the polarization of the Jewish People both 
in Israel and the Diaspora? How do we 
interpret the 'people Israel, one nation on 
earth'? 

"We are Jews by virtue of the Covenant, 
or Covenants, that God made with our 
ancestors and with us. There are, in fact. 
two Covenants: one a Covenant of Fate. 
the other a Covenant of Faith. 

"The Covenant of Fate is our history 
and destiny. We have a common past, 
shared experiences. We have suffered 
together at the hands of tyrants from 
Pharaoh to Hitler, who made no distinc
tion between Jews whether they were Or
thodox, Conservative or Reform, whether 
religious or secular, whether Zionist, non
Zionist or anti-Zionist, whether commit
ted or assimilated. The tragedies in our 
history have been inflicted upon us by 
others; whether our destiny wiH also be 
imposed upon us by others, or wi11 result 
from our loving concern for each other, 
we shall always be united in a Covenant 
of Fate. 

"The Covenant of Faith involves our 
understanding of and commitment to 
God and Turah. Our understanding of this 
Covenant tends at times to produce dif
ferences of opinion, even deep divisions 
within the people of Israel. Notwithstand
ing these real differences, there is nothing 
that prevents us from dialogue and co
operation on matters of mutual concern." 
(Emphasis contained in the statement.) 
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''l"XT vve are a people only by virtue of the Turah." 
By offering other approaches to our peoplehood, 
Conservative and Reform groups would destroy 

the very basis of our unity. 

We have no problem understand· 
ing the Conservative and Reform 
leadership's reasons for issuing a call 
for unity. They can issue an 
altruistic-sounding plea for inter
denominational brotherhood with
out any Joss as to their ideological 
integrity. At the same time, however, 
their summons to unity exploits an 
appealing slogan as a means of gain
ing recognition from Orthodox lead
ers in America. This can then be used 
as a powerful precedent for arguing 
for acceptance of Reform and Con
servative clergymen as rabbis in 

Israel, where only Orthodox rabbis 
have official recognition from the gov
ernment. Thus the participation of 
the RCA president in this proclama · 
tion is saddening and self-defeating. 
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UNITY IS SACRED 

T o be sure the achdus of Kial 
Yisroel-its unity-is sacred, 
but not simply for unity's 

sake. Achdus is sacred as an exten
sion of the formative experience of 
Jewry at the foot of Sinai, when the 

IFYOVVE CONSIDEREDALlYAH' 
BUT COULD NOT l1ND 

AEFO.RDABLB HOUSING 

IaRYAT MEOR CHAIMWAN7S YOU! 
Kiryat Meor Chaim is a beautiful new community of Bnei Torah in 
Tsfass. built under the leadership of Rabbi Moshe Ernster, Shlita 
son-in-law of the late Vizhnitzer Rebbe Ztl Apartments are now 
available for Kolle! families, professionals and retirees. 

• Nursery, kindergarten, and elementary school on premises 
• Generous Kolle/ stipends up to $650.00 ... . . •. 
• Low rate mortgage {inCUJcirtg · · · · · . . .. . · ·· ·· ... · .. '. .. · · .. "·. \ f ..-/ .· · ·· 
• Near porks and playgrounds'"· .. ·..... .. · "· .. :.... " 
• Large spadous apartments ............. .'.' .' .' .' · · ....... .. 
• Low cost rental units ............ ~-~::::;;;;..-: 

ror more information 
and an app6i.ritrrient call or write: 

American Friends of Meor Oulim 
1441-52nd Street 

Brooklyn. New York II 219 
(718) 972-8601 txt.20 

.. . 

Hagaon Rabbi Moshe .Ernster and Rabbi Shlomo Tessler, 
Bxecutiue Director of Meor Chaim, will be arriving from Israel 
to interuiew interested kollel families and retirees. For an 
appointment call: (718) 972-8601 Ext #20 

..·· .·· ... .... 

nation was described in the Turah in 
the singular, to say that they were 
united, "like one person." It is sacred, 
for it draws from the heightened 
spiritual status of Klal Yisroel at that 
encounter with G-d and His Thrah. 
'frue, Jewry's long history has been 
marked by occasional disagreement 
and differences of opinion, dif
ferences in minhagim, and even in 
details of mitzva performance
whether between Hillel and Sham
mai, Rashi and the Tusafists, or 
Chassidim and Misnagdim. But the 
groups, in these instances, never dif
fered on basics of belief or the im
mutability of the mitzvos. In this 
they were all united. This concept 
was expressed concisely by Rabbi 
Saadya Gaon: "We are a people only 
by virtue of Torah." 

By contrast. groups founded on 
the premise of denying the Oral and 
Written Torah as Divine Revelation, 
disavowing a share in the Sinai ex· 
perience, as well as departing from 
the chain of tradition that we have 
maintained for over 3,000 years
such groups are a destructive force 
within Jewry, separating themselves 
from the sacred core of Judaism. 
Whether the Sadducees during the 
Second Commonwealth, the Karaltes 
of the Geonic Era, or the leaders of 
Reform, which first emerged 175 
years ago, these sects, their ideolo
gies, and their followers broke away 
from normative Judaism, and ac
tually threatened the integrity of Klal 
Yisroel. These groups attack our 
very peoplehood. defined by Rav 
Saadya Gaon's dictum. By offering 
other approaches to our peoplehood, 
or denying the validity of Turah min 
Hashamayim, they would destroy 
the very basis of our unity. Put aside 
rhetoric and slogans. It is they who 
splinter off and move away from Klal 
Yisroel. 
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COMMONALITY IN FAITH 
AND FATE 

I f the Turah community has ideo
logical differences with the Rab
binical Council of America, these 

are surely not in regard to basic prin
ciples of faith. Rabbi Polin no less 
than the publishers of The Jewish 
Observer. accept the validity ofRam
bam's Thirteen Principles of Faith. In 
such areas. we should be able to 
speak with a united voice, to the 
exclusion of those who reject the 
Rambam and his world view. On 
what basis, then, can an Orthodox 
spokesman find commonality in 
commitment to Covenants of Fate 
and Faith with Conservative and 
Reform leaders? 

More dismaying, how could he 
have fixed his signature to any docu
ment that speaks of a "Covenant of 
Fate" independent of a Covenant of 
Faith? Yes, we Jews are all bound 
together in whatever fate befalls any 
miniscule segment of our people. But 
suffering together does not unto itself 
forge us into one people. A third 
generation offspring of a German 
woman and a Jewish man-a non
Jew by any definition-was also 
marked for death by Hitler. Such 
decrees may describe the extremes 
of his obsessive hatred, but they do 
not define our peoplehood. As we 
said, this is because our common 
Peoplehood is based on Turah, we are 

bound together by Torah. and our 
suffering and our triumphs are di
rectly related to our fidelity to Turah 
and mitzvos. Indeed, our Torah 
sages have time and again gleaned 
profound lessons from the vicissi
tudes of Jewish "fate," taking their 
directives from "Remember the days 
of old. understand the years of each 
generation" (Devarim 32, 7). reflect
ing our relationship to Torah. The 
reform groups do not share our belief 
in Turah or our commitment to mitz
vos. Neither do they accept our un
derstanding of the why's and where
fore's of our fate. We thus fail to see 
any justification for an Orthodox 
rabbi-especially the leader of an 
Orthodox rabbinical group-to join 
Conservative and Reform rabbis in 
affirming any such covenants. 

WITH WHOM OUR QUARREL? 

W e have no quarrel with the 
broad, unlearned masses 
of Conservative and Re

form Jews. 'Iragically, they have never 
been exposed to our rich heritage of 
Torah and mitzvos, emuna and 
bitachon, and we have no right to ex
pect an educated commitment from 
them. Their leaders, however, must 
bear culpability for the spiritual 
alienation of their followers. It is in 
regard to them that we take excep
tion to joining hands in a pronounce-

ment of unity and faith. At the most 
recent convention of the RCA (May 
18. '87), Rabbi Polin asserted that 
"We are in a war [with the Reform] 
over such issues as patrilineal de
scent. the military chaplaincy. fund
ing ... by the Jewish Agency. and ... 
recognition of Reform and Conser
vative Judaism in Israel:' 

Yes. these are vexing issues
battles, if you will-but they do not 
define the war. The war is a basic one 
of emuna-belief in G-d and His 
Turah. Even if the above mentioned 
points of contention did not exist, 
there would be no peace, no unity 
with Reform. 

The italicized closing clause in 
their statement. "There is nothing 
that prevents us from dialogue and 
cooperation on matters of mutual 
concern," says nothing new. Almost 
all Orthodox groups have joined 
other groups in "matters of mutual 
concern." This last phrase alone does 
not call for a new statement of unity, 
couched in misleading philosophical 
terms, which can create the percep
tion of a wall-to-wall ideological com
munity-a community that does not 
and cannot exist. 

Perceptions are important. for all 
sorts of spurious historical prece
dents are based on faulty percep
tions. This call for unity is now 
emerging as but a first step in a pro
jected chain of events. Thus a con
ference in celebration of newly 

The Ideal Gift for the ... 

. 

NOW AVAILABLE AGAIN ••• 4th ENLARGED EDITION .. , Graduate, Kallah, Hostess 
A detailed manual of Jewish Iaws 1 customs and practices as they apply to or are observed by Women 
and girls. This popular work was warmly endorsed by, amongst others, Maran Hagaon- Rabbi Moshe 
Feinstein 

• All halachos were reviewed 
by the Debrecyner Rav, 
N"tr>,'tl. 

universally adopted customs 
and varying degrees of 
observance. 

Seder?-during the Nin.e 
Days?-for Shofar?-on 
Purim? What are the laws of 
cooking and food prepa· 
ration for Yorn Tov? 
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• An exhaustive compilation 
from centuries of halachic, 
rabbinic, and responsa 
literature. 

• Systemaf1cally organized 
with index and glossary for 
quick reference or serious 
study. 

• Clearly diffefentiates 
between required obligations, 

• Clarifies differing require
ments of busy mothers and 
those who control their owri 
schedules. What players must 
women recite? May they eat 
before ·davening? When and 
how must challah be separ
ated? When must a wife 
contribute charity and when ls 
she forbidden to do so? What 
are her obligations at the 

Also intludes ... 
The Halachos of Yichud 

Distributed by 
z. Berman Books 
Available at all sforim stores 

For bulk orders lor schools 
and organizations call: 
914-352-3634 or 718-259-9472 
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We have no quarrel with the broad, unlearned masses 
of Conservative and Reform Jews. Tragically, they have 
never been exposed to our rich heritage. Their leaders, 

however, must bear culpability for the spiritual 
alienation of their followers. 

rediscovered "Jewish unity" was 
scheduled to be held in Boston's Con
servative Congregation Mishkan 
Tefila. bringing together the signa
tors of this unprecedented call for 
unity-until Boston's Orthodox rab· 
binate objected to Rabbi Polin's par
ticipation in such a conference on 
their home turf. Richard Yellin. rabbi 
ofMishkan Tefila, was quoted in the 
Boston Advocate (May 14. 1987) as 
noting 

. the irony (of calling off the Boston 
meeting. in] that 'the three national pres
idents will [in any easel be getting 
together in New York for a conference' in 
the near future. He also cited, as prece
dent. that when Rabbi Louis Bernstein 
was RCA president. he attended a Conser
vative rabbis' convention. and that RCA 
had then invited the conservative pres
ident. Rabbi Alexander Shapiro, to its 
convention.'' 

The Bernstein-Shapiro appear
ances were anything but an ex
change of mutual admiration (see 
"When There is Need for Distinc
tion;' JO May '85). Yet the lasting 
impact-as so many Orthodox lead
ers warned at that time-is one of "a 
friendly exchange of podiums" be
tween the rabbinical leaders of the 
Orthodox and Conservative move
ments. So the sequels that some have 
suggested are only logical extensions 
of a developing bond of unity. 

"ACHDUS"'-UNITY AND 
UNIQUENESS 

T he opening paragraph of this 
tri-rabbinic statement is a 
quotation from the Shabbos 

Mincha service, interpreted in a way 
that suggests that the final clause of 

The most exciting Torah Tour of 
Eretz Y°JSroel is also the most affordable 
Even if you've toured Eretz Yisroel before, you haven't really experienced it until you've 
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And all this from the comfort of new air-conditioned full-sized and mini buses, leaving from 
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'1r !SRAEL. ANY CHANGES IN YOUR TRAVEL PLANS WILL 
GLADLY BE MADE FOR YOU BY AKIVA TOURS. 
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; • .I l TICKETS 

! 9 44 M ,· "THIS SOMMER IN ISRAEL" 

"Who is like Your people, one nation 
on earth ... " is an imperative all to 
itself .... Another prime mitzva that 
needs no auxiliary support or condi
tional requirement: Achdus over
rides all else. 

We would rather build on Rav 
Saadya Gaon's dictum, quoted be· 
fore, which places Thrah in the su
preme position. And then, we would 
follow the lead of Rabbi Moshe Fein
stein, who gave another dimension to 
the passage from the Shabbos Min
cha service: "Attah Echad-You are 
one, Your Name is One, and who is 
like Your people, Israel, one nation 
on earth.'' 

Rabbi Feinstein's explanation: 
"Echad;' describing G-d. surely does 
not mean one in the simple sense
one that stands out amongst many. 
Echad here means singular, unique. 
His Name-the record of His deeds
is similarly Echad: unique, singular. 
And so, too. are His people Echad, 
one by virtue of their uniqueness. 
Moreover, this unity and uniqueness 
is predicated on our communal ac
cepting of the first two declarations of 
Achdus-the singularity ofG-d, and 
that of His Name, referring to G-d's 
Providence over man's affairs on 
earth. Only when Klal Yisroel recog
nizes the Achdus of G-d and His con
trol of the affairs of man, is its unity 
as a people meaningful. 

The president of the Rabbinical 
Council of America surely subscribes 
to this interpretation. We therefore 
urge him to reassess with whom he 
should join hands in unity and on 
what basis. He will then be taking a 
major step toward finding that he 
and the Thrah community can be of 
one voice. , . but not with Conserva
tive and Reform spokesmen. 

N.W. 
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Chaya Baumwolspiner 

REBBETZIN CHANA PEREL 
KOTLER n"Y 

A Year Since Her Passing* 

"11 he golden chain should continue." 
Rebbetzin Chana Perel Kotler recognized herself in 

that chain-which values Torah more than gold. 

''Men meint ich bin a mentsch," the Rebbetzin 
was wont to say ("They think that I'm a 
mentsch"). "They think that the daughter of 

Reb lsser Zalman should be a mentschf' She would then 
continue. "Vos bin ich? !ch bin a poshute shifcha." 
('What am I? I'm a simple maidservant.") 

Chazal tell us that even the maidservant at the Yam 
Si.if saw more of the Divine Glory than the Prophet 
Yechezkal (Shemos 15-2). On her own admission, Reb
betzin Chana Pere! Kotler spent her entire life by the 
"sea"; the daughter of Rabbi lsser Zalman Meltzer,'"'" 
and the wife of Rabbi Aharon Kotler,'""· she personally 
witnessed a realm of spirituality, intense as it was pro
found. As a child, the Rebbetzin was taken by her father 
to see Rabbi Itzele Petersburger and, as she recalled. the 
impression remained with her an entire lifetime. She 
belonged to-and was a prime member of-the Torah 
aristocracy of yesteryear. 

*The Rebbetzln outlived her children, Reb Shneuer'J"~1 and Rebbetzln Sarah 
Schwartzman n"v, and ts survived by grandchildren and great-grandchildren 
who are extending the golden chaJn. 
Mrs. Baumwolspiner lives in Lakewood, N.J .. where her husband is a 
member oft he Kolle! ofBals Med rash Govoha. She is a regular contributor to 
London's Jewish 1)ibune as well as other publications. 
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If. in her humility, the Rebbetzin saw herself as a 
poshute shifcha against the stature of the spiritual 
giants with whom she lived. we may recognize that. at the 
same time, this proximity enabled her to formulate her 
life's role as the poshute shifcha in the service of 
Hashem. 1 

HER SPIRITIJAL HERITAGE 

''What has become of the rich men ofKovno?" 
the Rebbetzin would frequently ask. ... 
"There were many men in Kovno wealthier 

than my Zeide. Where are they today? And my Zeide? . .. 
He's represented in Slobodka, Slutzk, Kletzk, Chevron. 
Eitz Chaim, Baltimore, Lakewood. He knew how to live!" 

Rebbetzin Chana Pere! had good reason to be con-

1 No-one in the 'Ezras Noshim' who heard the fervor of the Rebbetzin's 
"Omein Yehei Shemei Rabba ~could ever doubt her special awareness of the 
Shechina. Nevertheless, the Rebbetzln considered It necessary to constantly 
"work'' on herself. She would carty in her pockets small tzetelach {notes) on 
which were written pessukim and Ma'amorei Chazal, which Inculcate btta
chon. 
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'''11 .1 here were many men in Kovno wealthier than 
my Zeide. Where are they today?-And my Zeide? 

He's represented in Slobodka, Slutzk, Kletzk, 
Chevron, Eitz Chaim, Baltimore, Lakewood. ... " 

Rabbi Isser Zalman Meltzer'J"~t. Rabbi Aharon Kotler'J'":H. Rabbi Schneur Kotler 'J"~t. 

scious of her spiritual heritage. Her maternal grand
father was Reb Shraga Feivel Frank '""· a wealthy 
Lithuanian manufacturer. whose main "business" was 
Torah. The archetype "Rambam's balabos:· he learned 
for at least eight hours a day. and gave both moral and 
financial support to the Mussar K!olzwhich congregated 
In the attic of his Kovno home. There, the Torah and 
Mussar giants of the day would meet-Rabbi Yisroel 
Salanter, and his talmldlm Rabbi Itzele Blazer '"" 
(Petersburger ), Rabbi Naftoli Amsterdam'"", and Rabbi 
Avrohom Shenker'"" all used the Frank home as their 
regular place of mussar study, as did the Alter of Kelm 
'""·who frequently came. In the realm of commerce, Reb 
Shraga Feivel was unconventional. Where do we hear of a 
landlord who anonymously sent money to his own 
tenants, so that they could pay their rent on time? ... an 
entrepreneur who repeatedly loaned money to a debtor 
who never repaid the loan? ... a business-man who once 
turned down a business opportunity offering great 
wealth from a German commercial concern for fear that, 
If he had too much money, his daughters would not 
marry talmidei chachomim. 

Here was a man to be reckoned with! So much so, that 
when he passed away at an early age in 5647 (1887), 
Rabbi Yitzchok Elchonon Spektor '"'" the Rav of 
Kovno, personally participated in his tahara, and out of 
respect for Reb Shraga Feivel's request, allowed no eulo
gies at his funeral. "Normally," said the Kovno Rav, "I 
would ignore such a request; but I am afraid to disregard 
Reb Shraga Feivel's word." 

What is the legacy of such a man? Before his passing, 
Reb Shraga Feivel charged his wife, Golda, to marry his 
four daughters to Torah scholars of the first order. No 
expense was to be spared on their support! In this 
manner, the Franks became the spiritual mentors of 
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some of the greatest yeshivas in Europe, in Eretz Yisroel, 
and In the U.SA2 In 5652 (1892) the Frank's second 
daughter, Rebbetzin Balla Hinda, married Rabbi lsser 
Zalman Meltzer-one of the finest talmidim of Rabbi 
Chaim Soloveitchik of Brisk'""· In her we find the role
model that her daughter, Rebbetzin Chana Pere! Kotler, 
most likely sought to follow. 

HER ROLE MODEL ''The golden chain should continue," the Reb
betzin would Insist. 

Rebbetzin Chana Pe rel recognized her place 
in that chain-which values Torah more than gold-and 
saw it as her responsibility to ensure its c.ontinua
tion. The Rebbetzin would relate that her mother, Reb
betzin Baila Hinda, would have rather cut her own flesh 
than cause Reb lsser Zalman a moment of "wasted 
Torah."3 It was with this acknowledgement of the pre
eminence of Torah that the young Chana Pere! grew-up. 

:i The four selected sons-in-law were: Rabbi Moshe Mordechai Epstein (Rosh 
Yeshiva ofSlobodkaand Chevron); Rabbi IsserZalman Meltzer(Rosh Yeshiva 
of Slutsk and Yeshivas Eitz Chaim, Yerushalayim): Rabbi Boruch Horowitz 
(Rosh Yeshiva ofSlobodkaand Rav of Aliksot. Lithuania); and Rabbi Shefte! 
Kramer. (Rosh Yeshiva In Slutsk, and later in New Haven Connecticut) 
n::ii:i.:.> n)n::it. 
The Frank's legacy ofYeshivos continued into the next generation, with the 
establishment of Bais Medrash Gevoha, Lakewood (where Rabbi Aharon 
Kotler, Rabbi lsser Zalman's son-in-law, became Rosh Yeshiva), and NerYis
roel, Baltimore, (headed by the older son-in-law of Rabbi Shefte! Kramer, '":gt. 
Rabbi Yaakov Yitzchok Ruderman N"")''l/), For more details see ''Torah Pio
neers," by Chaim Shapiro, in JO May '75. 
3 Rebbetzin Baila Hinda's own Torah knowledge was outstanding. As the 
Ponevezer Rav once said, in three hundred years there had not been such a 
woman. She knew Tanach 'B'al Peh', and would often quote extensive pas
sages, explaining them according to the Malbim .. , At 86, when lying sick In 
bed, she recited from memory chapters from Iyov, with the Malbim's 
commentary! 
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"From bad tidings do not fear N""I; N7 -Tl))"'\ n))iOlllt.l 

For a steacjfast heart .'1l n11:>l 1l? 11,i 

trusts in Hashem" 

Read-From beginning to end. N!l'O:> N'll>it.l :Ni;>'.> . 

from end to beginning N'll>i:> N!l>t>t.l1 

Why should you notjear? ?Ni> N:> :Nt.l)ll:> >Nt.l 

Because a steacjfast heart ';1l n1:>l ll? 11,i :01'llt.l 

trusts in Hashem !Bmchos 60al (.t> J1151l). 

Text of a note the Rebbetzin carried wflhher. 

The entire stock was stolen from her little Kovno 
store. 4 Yet Rebbetzin Baila Hinda remained silent; 
nothing should distmct Reb Isser Zalmanfrom his 
Tomh in Slutsk. Without a word of their pertlousfinan
ctal situation, she continued. single-handedly, to sup
port herjamily, since the Rosh Yeshiva would accept no 
salary-not evenfood-from the Yeshiva. Only when 
he was additionally offered the Rabbonus qf Slutsk, 
she explained their financial plight so that this could 
be taken into consideration when he made his 
decision. 5 

One can safely assume that Rebbetzin Chana Pere! 
chose to follow the path set by her mother. Yet she lived 
amongst a weaker generation, and came to settle on 
untrodden soil.6 That Rebbetzin Chana Pere! was never
theless able to emulate her mother so effectively, to 
transfer her outlook onto alien shores, attests to a per
sonal trtumph of her own. 

HER OUTLOOK ''O y, die nartshe veltele," the Rebbetzin would 
chide, "Die nartshe ziebetzig yohren!" ("The 
foolish seventy years!") 

Rebbetzin Chana Pere! viewed the world through the 
perspective of Chazal, as but an anteroom to the World
to-Come, (Pirkei Avos 4,21), and paid little regard-if 
any-to matertal things. 

4 When the Frank fortune was ulUmately lost, the Rebbetzin had opened a 
small store from which she provided for her family. At the same time, 5654 
(1894). Reb Jsser Zalman, and his brother-in-law, Rabbi Moshe Mordechai 
Epstein, were offered positions in the Slobodka Yeshiva by "Der Alter." Rav 
Nasson Tzvi Finkel. 
s From Slobodka, Reb IsserZalman went on to head the Yeshiva in Slutsk in 
5657 (1897). Founded by Der Alter, at the request of the Slutsker Rav, the 
Ridvaz, the Yeshiva began with a nucleus of fourteen top talmidim from 
Slobodka, under Reb Isser Zalman's guidance. After the departure of the 
Ridvaz for Chicago in 5662 (1902)-and later to Tzfas-Slutsk chose its 
Rosh Yeshiva as lts Rav. 
6 In 5681 (I 921 ), the Yeshiva ofS!utzk was forced to flee from Bolshevik rule. 
Reb Aharon re~established the Yeshiva in Kletsk (Poland), while Reb lsser 
Zalman continued on to Yerushalayim to establish the Yeshiva Eltz Chaim. 
The Kotlers remained In Kletzk, where the Yeshiva flourished, until the 
outbreak ofWorld War JI.With the over -riding intention of finding a safer base 
from which to save neshamos from certain death, the Rosh Yeshiva and the 
Rebbetzin managed to escape to the U.SA, arriving 5701 (1941). Totally 
immersed in Hatzala work in the first years. Reb Aharon became Rosh 
Yeshiva ofBais Med rash Govoha, Lakewood in 570311943), while continuing 
his crucial work on behalf of European refugees. 
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"A 
rt. passuk, a story of a gadol, a quotation from 

Chazal-this was spread on the bread we ate," 
recalls a grandson. 

A talmid accompanied the Rebbetzin to the bank, 
where she was depositing Reb Aharon's Chiddushei 
Torah in a vault The talmid noticed how she kept 
edging herself into a comer behind the heavy door qf 
the bank, as though reluctant to be seen . ... 

Finally, she confided: "I am afraid that anyone might 
think that I have precious stones. Not that those things 
have any value. They say that one can accomplish 
important things with money. Be that as it may! ... I 
daven that my children should have no more than they 
need." 

The Rebbetzin inwardly abhorred the quest for pos
sessions. When a child insisted, "Ifs mine," she would 
ask: Vos meint dos. 'mein'?" emphasizing her convic
tion that everything belongs to Hashem. The family 
member who would tell her, 'Tm going home now," would 
be gently reminded that it wasn't actually her home. 

Once, for a period of twelve years she did not buy her
self a new dress. (Yet her appearance was always neat.) 
And, when she did need to buy new clothing, she did not 
reject the notion of window-shopping; for her the idea 
simply did not exist. 
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Ayoungfrtendofthefamilypaidacomplimenttothe 
Rebbetzin. How nice she looked! How becoming her 
dress was! 

The Rebbetzin was puzzled. almost hurt Why should 
people place a value on a person's externals? 

Rebbetzin ChanaPerel decried luxury and indulgence. 
To the grandchild who commented on a tasty dish, she 
would say, "Essen iz gut? Torah iz gut!" She would then 
explain: 'You have to eat to be healthy, and to have 
strength to serve Hashem." 

The Rebbetzin's own diet was sparing. Her breakfast 
invariably consisted of a glass of warm water with a drop 
of milk, and a slice of dry bread. She would take only small 
amounts of food, for fear of not being able to finish her 
portion, and whenever her grandchildren ate with her, 
she made her meal from their left-overs. The Rebbetzin 
ate "luxury" foods only if they would otherwise be wasted, 
and from the time of the Holocaust, she never had a sweet 
thing in her mouth-"So many tzores for Kial Yisroel!" 
she would say, "Such a Churban! How can I indulge in 
sweets?" 

Whilst the Rebbetzin's lifestyle was simple, it was never 
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bare. She would satisfy her own needs on very Ii ttle, yet 
she would happily treat a grandchild with candies .... 
She would buy yesterday's fruits and vegetables at 
reduced prices, yet she would serve them to her family as 
attractive platters, compotes and jams ... she ruled out 
Indulgence for herself, yet would never impose these 
standards on others. The Rebbetzin was, without ques
tion. a porusha (ascetic), but there was nothing spartan 
about her, and there was no shortage of warmth, caring 
or charm in her make-up. 

THE DISREGARD OF THE "ZICH"-EGO 

''You don't do anyone a favor by giving him 
kavod (honor)," the Rebbetzin would com
ment. Rebbetzin ChanaPerel shunned kavocl, 

both as Reb Aharon's Rebbetzin, and as a prtvate indi
vidual. She sought no recognition of her own personal 
worth. It was her task, she considered, to give chashivus 
(importance) to others, and she did so with alacrtty. Even 
in her later years she would hasten to open doors for 
neighbors in her apartment building, and insist upon 
sharing the burden of their parcels. 

The Rebbetzin was an ever-listening ear, advising, 
sympathizing, empathising. In the words of an old lady 
who shed tears at the Rebbetzin's shiva, "It was not only 
what she said that helped ... she cried with me, and that 
made all the difference!" 

But regarding herself, she would always ask, 'Vos iz a 
mentsch ?"Indeed, in all the many years she knew her, a 
close family member cannot recall ever having heard her 
say, "I said," or, "I did." 

The Rebbetzin was standing far-back in line in a 
busy New York bakery, patiently waitingfor her tum. 
The raised voice of a sales-lady suddenly called out, 
"Rebbetzin Kotler, can I help you?" 

The Rebbetz!n, with embarrassment made her pur
chase in haste, and with a look of apology to the other 
shoppers, hurried from the store. 

* * * * • * 

The Rebbetzin was attending a wedding, and the 
baal hasimcha reserved a seatfor herat the head-table. 

Yet the Rebbetzin's place remained empty. She had 
slipped into the hall unnoticed, and seated herself at the 
table nearest the door-the children's table! 

****** 
The Rebbetzin bought a ra.ffle ticketfor the Yeshiva. 

The drawing was held atone Qf the monthly sessions Qf 
the Ladies' Auxilliary. Those present were the Reb
betzin 'sf riends and associates over a period Qf twenty
five years. She knew them well! 

The winning number was called ... the Rebbetzin 
secretively tore up her ticket She had won!-but as she 
later told her family, how could she stand up in front of 
all the other ladies to claim her prize? 
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FOR THE SAKE OF TORAH 

''What is life about without the spreading of 
Torah and the sanctification of the Name of 
Hashem?" the Rebbetzin would ask, often 

adding, with firm resolution, her own maxim: ''.Ayn 
chayim ello Torah (Without Torah one cannot live)." 
Rebbetzin Chana Pere! Kotler lived in the fullest sense. 
Her world was visibly created for the sake of Torah 
(Bereishis 1:1, Rashi)-Torah was her reality! Even her 
daily conversation was spiced with divrei Torah. Her 
grandchildren recollect how, whilst performing the most 
mundane household chores, she would quote a passuk 
from Tanach. tell a stmy of a Gadol. or cite a Mussar 
thought or a Ma 'amar Chazal. "This was spread on the 
bread we ate," a grandson recalls. 

The Rebbetzin's own Torah knowledge was impressive. 
Her cousin. the late Rebbetzin Ruderman, remembered 
how the young Chana Perel. as a girl. was devoted to her 
seforim; until the last years of her life, she never made a 
trip without a Mussar seferin hand. It is not surprising 
that the bachurim loved to speak with her ... she had a 
comprehensive knowledge of Tanach and an inspira
tional knowledge of Ma 'amorei ChazaL Indeed her 
father, Reb Isser Zalman, often mused that with her 
guten kop, she could have been a brilliant talmid 
chacham. 

And yet. the Gemora (Sotah 2la) asks, how does a 
woman earn merit for limud Torah (Torah study), con
sidering that she is not commanded to learn? 

The Gemora explains that for bringing her children to 
the rebbe, and for waiting for her husband to return from 
the Yeshiva. a woman is rewarded. From her support and 
not from her study, a woman receives her portion in 
Torah. Rebbetzin Chana Pere! Kotler knew well how to 
draw her share .... 

FOR THE BEN TORAH 

''What am I in comparison to a ben Torah?", 
the Rebbetzin would question. In a world 
created for the sake of Torah, the place of 

the ben Torah was pre-eminent. 
Rosh Hashona morning, the Lakewood Yeshiva was 

immersed in tefilla ... And the kitchen-helper had 
failed to show up! 

Who was able, at such a moment of spiritual eleva
tion, to face the practical reality that the Yeshiva 
bachurim must eat? . .. In the kitchen, Rebbetzin Chana 
Pere! was busily washing dishes so that the bachurim 
could be seroed their meal on time! 

Through day-to-day behavior, the Rebbetzin taught 
Kavod HaTorah. She would stand up for evel}' Yeshiva 
bachur, even for a young boy, if he was already studying 
Torah-she was bothered by the ben Torah who took 
time to meticulously hang up his coat ... she discouraged 
the young ben Torah in her own family from clearing off 
the table or doing other housework. She was saddened, 
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The Rebbetzin saw herself as a pashute shifcha 
against the stature Qf the spiritual giants with 

whom she lived. 

Beth Medrash Gouoha in Lakewood. 

above all. to see the ben Torah waste time. and it gave her 
most pleasure to see him learn. 

l\[ter the petira of Reb Aharon in 5723 (1962), a close 
talmid would visit the Rebbetzin in New York. 

She would serve him a refreshment and he would 
talk a little about the Rosh Yeshiva, and about the 
progress that the YeshiVa was making. The Rebbetzin 
clearly enjoyed the conversation; but when the young 
man took out his own Gemora to learn, her face would 
light up with obvious nachas. 

FOR THE YESHIVA 

''Who are the nobility? The Rabbonim!" the 
Rebbetzin would quote the words of Cha
zal ( Gitin 62a). The handmaiden of the 

ben Torah, she was the faithful servant of the Yeshiva. 
A talmid from the Kletzk days remembers the Reb

betzin as a "mother" to the bachurtm ... especially the 
Russian boys, who were never able to return to their 
families under Bolshevik rule. If Kletsk had been their 
place of refuge, the Rebbetzin made it their home. 

Rebbetzin Chana Pere! saw herself primarily as Reb 
Aharon's Rebbetzin, yet from her tireless efforts for the 
Yeshiva. to her sensitive concern for the individual 
bachur, she earned her own share in the Yeshiva. She 
was constantly mispallel-and even fasted-for the 
existence of the Yeshiva and the shteigingof the bachu
rtm. She shared the aspirations, and she shared the joys. 

Not long after Rosh Yeshiva's petira. a close talmid 
went abroad to get married and, as a result, missed the 
last part of the zman. On his return, he took his young 
kalla to visit the Rebbetzin. On seeing him the Rebbetzin 
could not contain herself with excitement: "Such a 
Yevamos zman we haven't had in a long time!" 
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After the petira a minyan was maintained in the Reb
betzin's New York apartment for the "Kadish"year, and 
continued for a number of years'. The Rebbetzin person
ally arranged the chairs herself, doing all she could to 
ensure the smooth running of the minyan. A talmid, 
who is today an eminent Rosh Yeshiva. would often send 
his two sons to the Minyan so that they should take a 
peek at the way the Rebbetzin davened in the kitchen. 
Witnessing her concentration. and hearing the inten
sity of her. "Bechol levovcho. b'chol nafshecho. uv'chol 
me'odecho,"would surely inspire their tefilos. 

Wherein lies the success of a yeshiva? The Rebbetzln 
recognized success not in terms of numbers. but in the 
quality of the learning. When under the guidance of the 
Rebbetzin's son, Reb Shneur O">l, the strength of its 
learning precipitated the Yeshiva to swell in number-to 
become one of the world's foremost Torah mosdos-the 
Rebbetzin's gratitude to Hashem knew no bounds. 

As she looked down at the spread of white taleisimata 
Shabbos davening, as she looked out at the droves of 
black hats leaving the Yeshiva after a weekday Mincha, 
the Rebbetzin would turn her head away ... she could not 
look! "Even I should watch myself from giving an ayn 
hara, "she would say, afraid that her overwhelming pride 
in the Yeshiva should be damaging to it in any way. 

As the faithful servant of the Yeshiva, the Rebbetzin 
was. by necessity, on its pay-roll. Yet she viewed the 
Yeshiva's funds as hekdesh (sacred) .... As often as she 
could, the Rebbetzin did not take anything from the 
Yeshiva. When she did, she did so with trepidation. First. 
she would make quite sure that her last check had been 
completely used up ... and this normally required the 
bank clerk to remind her that her meager funds were 

7 The minyan later moved toils own premises on .~lxteenth Avenue tn th~ 
Boro Park section of Brooklyn. where it is known as The Lakewood Minyan. 
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nearly depleted. Even then the Rebbetzin would make 
eveiy effort to economize, In order to stretch her resour
ces as far as she could .... Why take a check on Monday. 
when one could do until Thursday? 

The Rebbetzin treasured Yeshiva money. She was 
never tempted to use it on anything that wasn't strictly 
necessaiy. There were times when she would deny herself 
the obvious pleasure of spending Shabbos in Lake
wood-where Reb Aharon stayed from Thursday to 
Monday, remaining in New York during the rest of the 
week on Yeshiva business-for fear of not being able to 
justify the bus fare8 . Indeed, from the time she came to 
America, the Rebbetzln kept notebooks, in which she 
wrote down how the stipend she received from the 
Yeshiva was spent; even the few cents that she would give 
to a child to buy candy were recorded in her accounts! 

a Whenever the Rebbetzln came to Lakewood, Reb Aharon would instruct the 
l<ebbetzin, on her departure, to take along a sandwich from the Yeshiva for 
the trip. If the sandwich was not eaten en route. she would make sure to pay 
for it. 
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FOR THE ROSH YESHIVA 

''How can a person live without the Rosh 
Yeshiva?" the Rebbetzin would sigh .... If 
"without Torah one cannot live," what was 

life without the Rosh Yeshiva, who was the embodiment 
of Torah? 

The Rebbetzin described Reb Aharon's pettra as, "My 
personal Churban." Once asked what she davened for, 
she replied: "For two things I pleaded my whole life. I 
asked the Ribbono Shel Olam that if an evil fate was 
decreed on the Rosh Yeshiva, it should happen to me 
instead. And He did not accept my tefilla . .. "(Her second 
request was for Torah nachas from the grandchildren
the golden chain should continue .... ) While the Rosh 
Yeshiva was alive, it can be literally said, as in the words 
of a grandchild, "Eveiything was for the Rosh Yeshiva." 

It was a typical busy morning. The phone rang. The 
Rebbetzin ran to answer it, and brought the receiver to 
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the Rosh Yeshiva, who was immersed in a sefer. When 
the Rosh Yeshiva had finished speaking, she returned 
to replace the receiver. This was repeated several times 
throughout the morning. 

Lunchtime, the Rebbetzin carefully removed all the 
bones from the Rosh Yeshiva's portion qffish. The Rosh 
Yeshiva was able to complete his meal quickly, and to 
return to his Gemora. Later, the Rosh Yeshiva had to 
leave fora meeting; the Rebbetztn squatted to polish his 
shoes, whilst he was putting on his coat Not a second qf 
the Rosh Yeshiva's precious time was to be wasted! 

The Rebbetzin lived, as It were, for the Rosh Yeshiva's 
sake, never making demands upon him, which would 
take him away from his avoda. In the early days of the 
Yeshiva she actually took on much of its administrative 
functions herself, meeting with the butcher, paying the 
bills and so on. The Rebbetzin even learned to imitate the 
Rosh Yeshiva's handwriting, to spare him the task of 
writing certain letters. She could not recall-in all her 
married life-ever knowingly distracting the Rosh Ye
shiva from his studies. Reh Aharon was able to devote day 
and night to Torah; this, in no small measure, must be 
attributed to the Rebbetzin. 

She asked for nothing in return. When the Rosh 
Yeshiva arranged for her to make her first visit to Eretz 
Yisroel in 5709 (1949)-where she would see her aged 
parents, whom she had not seen for many years-the 
Rebbetzln was delighted that the Rosh Yeshiva con
sidered that after thirty years of "avodas perach" (hard 
labor), she deserved to. The Rosh Yeshiva's approbation 
of her efforts seemed to please her as much as the pros
pects of the trip itself. 

Yet the Rebbetzin took her own efforts for granted. The 
Rosh Yeshiva belonged to his Torah, to his Yeshiva, and 
to his talmidim ... she had no claim of her own! Tal
midim remember that the Rebbetzin would never sit at 
the Shabbos or Yorn Tov table in Lakewood, so that the 
Rosh Yeshiva could share the seuda with the bachwim 

In the final momentsqfRebAharon's life, ajew close 
talmidim huddled around their Rebbe's hospital bed. 
One might assume that the Rebbetzin would wish them 
to leave, to treasure those last minutes alone. 
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It was the Rebbetzin who withdrew from the room. 
and stood quietly in the doorway . ... Their claim to the 
Rosh Yeshiva was greater than hers. 

And yet. when It came to Torah. the Rebbetzin was 
exacting. demanding. She was inwardly pained when she 
saw the Rosh Yeshiva's time needlessly wasted; she once 
begged him to put the phone down on a persistent and 
disrespectful caller. "I can't understand your patience." 
she sighed. when the Rosh Yeshiva desisted. She refused 
to allow a prestigious new high school to be named after 
Reb Aharon. since it included a secular studies program 
of which the Rosh Yeshiva did not approve. And when. 
after the petira, a group of talmidim brought up the idea 
that the Rosh Yeshiva be buried in Lakewood (rather 
than in Eretz Yisroel), so that they would always feel his 
influence, the Rebbetzin did not agree, commenting. "If 
you want the Rosh Yeshiva with you, learn the way he 
would want you to learn, act the way he would want you to 
act. Then the Rosh Yeshiva will always be with you." 

COMMERCIAL AND 
RESIDENTIAL CLEANING 

ALTERNATE STAFFING, INC. 
4616 16th Avenue Brooklyn, NY 718-972-2500 

A.S.I. The Trusted Name In Personnel 

SERVANT OF HASHEM ''He has told thee, Man. what Is good; and what 
does the L-rd require of thee?" the Rebbetzin 
would quote, "To do justly, and love kind

ness, and to walk humbly with G-d" (Micha 6). The Reb
betzin would teach as she lived, her example providing 
the best lesson. 

Rebbetzin Chana Pere! lived with the constant desire 
"To do justly. and love kindness, and to walk humblywith 
thy G-d." She embodied the emuna p'shuta (pure faith) 
of the shifchn al hnyam;wlth this clarity of vision she 
could only see the Will of Hashem . .. nothing else existed. 

Reb Aharon and his Rebbetztn spoke in subdued 
tones in the Rosh Yeshiva's hospital room. The Reb
betzin shedafew tears .... RebAharon seemed alarmed 
by her anguish. ... The Rebbetzin quickly wiped her 
eyes. "Es vet zein gut (It will be good)," she comforted 
him. "Es iz shotn gut (It is already good)," he comforted 
her. 

At the airport a few days later, waitingfor the aron to 
be transported to Eretz Yisroel. the Rebbetzin said over 
this story, repeating the words. again and again, "Es iz 
shoin gut ... Es iz shoin gut." 

For the Rebbetzin. It was already good. for it was the 
Will of Hashem, and she was all-accepting. Her emuna 
p 'shuta never wavered, never compromised. As a servant 
of Hashem she sought only to serve her Maker. 

The hospital authorities had recognized the excep
tional circumstancesqftheirillustrious patient The "No 
Visitors" mle was dropped. Talmidim stood trembling 
in the corridors. their lips quivering with Tehillim. In the 
Rosh Yeshiva's own room. a minyan was beseeching 
the Ribbono Shel Olom by day and by night 

And then the worst happened! Who could contain the 
wail of grief. the howl of pain, the crying of bereft chil
dren? Who but the solitary figure, the Rosh Yeshiva's 
wife for over fifty years, who silently closed the doors Qf 
the other patients' rooms. so that they would not be 
disturbed and frightened by the outcry. D 

Not just a cheese, 
a traOition ... 
Haolam, the most trusted name in Cholov Yisroel Kosher Cheese. 
A reputation earned through 25 years of scrupulous devotion to quality 
and kashruth. With 12 delicious varieties. Under the strict Rabbinical 
supervision ofK'hal Adas Jeshurun, N.Y I 
Haolam, a tradinon you'll enioy keepmg. Hao a11i; 

Cholov Yisroel 
l '-'l 1\\1 llR()". \XORLDCHEESEC 0 !)'.;C :-.JE\X lORK ~y •1'1114~• 
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Home Attendants 

needed for 
housekeeping and personal care for the 

disabled and homebound 
good pay and benefits 

Boro Park, Bensonhurst and Flatbush Area 
full-time live in positions only 

Project OHR Inc. 
(Office for ttomecare Referral) 

1308-40th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11218 (718) 853-2700 



YESHIVA GEDOLAH TORAS CHAIM OF MONSEY 
POST HIGH SCHOOL BAIS MEDRASH 

located in the heart ofMonsey, New York 

Offering: 

• Intensive full day Bais Medrash 
• Shiurei G'morah on Morning & Afternoon Llmudim 

• Chumash & Mussar Shiurim 
• Personalized & Individualized attention 
• Full Dormitory and Kitchen facilities 

For more information contact: 
Horav Menache111 Gross or Horav Avraham Littman 

(914) 5785664 (914) 3528276 

Yeshiva Gedolah Toras Chaim of Monsey 
65 Route 306 -~ P.O. Box 767, Monsey, New York 10952 

(914) 4251316/(914) 352-6420 

the beanstal~ 
Where every man 

and young man should 
be outfitted in the 

season's finest. 

An outstanding updated collection for 
your spring and Summer wardrobe. 

Our personal attention guarantees 
a perfect fit every time. 

Trenchcoats, Suits, Slacks, Shirts, and more 

Loaded with values and selection 

1314 Avenue P Brooklyn, NY 11229 718-627-8724 

Hrs: Sun, Tues, Wed, Thurs 11- 5 
Mon 2-6,Fri 12-4 

Eves, Mon, Wed & Motzei Shabbos 7:30-10 P.M. 
We ship UPS 

Everyone Is Excited About.. 

My '~W 7;::11~u 
First 

B'rochos 
Book 

I 
• 

Children like it because it's easy to read and has 
beautiful, full-color photographs and drawings. 

Parents like it because the plastic-coated pages 
make this book easy to clean and difficult to tear. 

Ideal for home & classroom use. Contains all 'before' 
and 'after' blessings pertaining to food. only $2 .oo 

Available at your local Jewish bookstore 
or order from: 
FELDHEIM PUBLISHERS 
200 Airport Executive Park, 
Spring Valley, NY 10977 / 914-3.56-2282 
Visa & Master Card accepted 

Send for a FREE 
Copy of our Catalogue. 
When in Jerusalem visit 

our Bookstore at: 
20 Strauss St. 

Tel. (02) 233-554 

YESHIVA RABBI SAMSON 
RAPHAEL HIRSCH'S 

BAIS HAMEDRASH 
al shem 

HORAV SHLOMO BREUER 

AND ITS 0''.J'"l'.lN '.i'.11'.J 
OFFER A THREE SEDORIM 01>n "litJ 

TOGETHER WITH 
"ltJm :nm,w1 ,n::>'.in '"lW'l!I "'''1 '1' '"lW'l!I 

WHICH CAN BENEFIT THE SERIOUS im::i 
AND '.i'.11::>n 1"1'.lN IN HIS QUEST FOR n"'.iY 

IN 1!1""1'1 nim 

THERE IS ALSO A PROGRAM LEADING TO 
SEMI CHA FOR ELIGIBLE '.i'.11'.J ':J'"l'.lN1 0'"l1n:t 

Dormitory Facilities Available 
220 Bennett Avenue 

Washington Heights, N.Y.-(212) 568-6200 
Rav Meir Levi - Rosh Yeshiva 



There Are Some Ways 
You Can Help 

The members qf the Baal Teshuva 
Movement need some assistance after 

they've anived, too. 

WHILE WE'RE STILL HERE 

T he recent proliferation of JO 
articles regarding the bur
geoning Teshuva Movement 

has been gratifying. Reaching out to 
nonobservant Jews to return them 
to our Source Is perhaps the most 
crucial issue affecting Kial Yisroel 
today. They say that the Koznitzer 
Maggid '"~' prayed: "Ribbono she! 
Olam, save the Jews while there are 
still Jews to save!" The sad reality 
remains that despite the mush
rooming "Teshuva Movement" ap
parent in Israel, and the growth of 
Orthodox enclaves in North Amer
ica, most Jews in Anytown U.SA 
have an at-best meager connection 
with Judaism. Noble indeed are those 
pioneers who devote their lives to 
kin.w rechokim. Life in Kennebunk
port or Kalamazoo is not for all of us; 
nonetheless, each of us has the obli
gation to do whatever he can within 
his milieu. 

Your articles have seemed to focus 
more or less on Eretz Yisroel and/ or 

Elie.zer Gillig lives in the Boro Park section of 
Brooklyn. This is his first appearance in these 
pages. 
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the Yeshiva community (Ohr So
mayach, Aish Ha-Torah, etc). With
out belittling the difficulties en
countered by talmidim in such In
stitutions, I feel it may be said that 
the "B.T.'' who is zocheh to be a kollel 
yungerman In Yerushalaylm, sur
rounded bypeersoflike background 
and similar goals, may need less 
T.L.C. than a newcomer to Judaism 
who lives and works in chutz la
aretz and struggles together with 
his FFB (frum from birth) counter
parts to keep afloatin the maelstrom 
of the contemporary materialistic 
Zeitgeist on top of grappling with 
the usual baa! teshuva problems. 
My purpose in writing this is to 
point out some of the problems the 
out-of-Yeshiva baa! teshuva faces, 
In the hope that people will be able to 
better recognize those areas in which 
they can be of aid to their friends 
and neighbors who are baalei 
teshuva. 

THREE MAJOR PROBLEMS 

T he working baa! teshuva In 
New York usually feels es
tranged from the general frum 

community. He perceives that he is 

Eliezer Gillig 

viewed as an outsider, an anomaly. 
Frequently, he has left a comfortable 
suburban existence to approach 
spirituality in awe and reverence, 
and relocated to ajrum center, only 
to be dismayed, shocked, and per
plexed by the heimishe person's 
preoccupation with conspicuous 
consumption. Conversely, his FFB 
acquaintances feel there is some
thing wrong with him. After all, 
what's wrong with a Mercedes If you 
can afford It-and anyway, it's a 
used Volvo. 

Another problem, shared by any 
person who lacks family in Baro 
Park, is that people are so bound up 
In family simchas and tzoros that 

ZAVE 
SHER UN 
ORCHESTRA 

(718) 434-3540 

Also Available As One Man Band 

DIAL A SHIUR 
General Torah Programming 

For The Entire Family 

• Ein Yaakov 
• Nach 
• Halacha 
• Jewish History 
• Stories 
• Hashkofah 
• Thoughts on the 

Weekly Sedra 
• A Study of 

The Holocaust 
• Medrash (in Yiddish) 

• Our Tefilos 
• Tehillim 
• Mishnayos (in Yiddish} 

OVER YOUR NEAREST PHONE 
24 HOURS A DAY 

All for just $6 per month and 
a one·time $36 registration fee 

For information & brochure contact: 
Torah Communications Network 
1618·43 St .. B'klyn, N.Y. 11204 

(718) 436·4999 
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they simply don't have time for the 
baal teshuva. Between going shop
ping with their sisters, their 
brother-in-law's wedding, and their 
cousin's arrival from Lakewood, the 
normalfrum New York family just 
can't flt in the outsider (aside from 
an occasional Friday night seudah.) 
When Chazal say in Pirke Avos that 
your house should be a meeting 
place for talmidei chachamim, and 
the poor should be your b'nei bay is, 
they mean that the person in need 
should not be considered any differ-

ent from a family member when it 
comes to prioritizing our obligations. 
(I may interject here that I personally 
was fortunate enough to have been 
"adopted" by a wonderful Hassidic 
family in Boro Park, and although I 
have been married and on my own 
for 10 years, my kids have a "Bubby" 
and a "Zeide," and I have a real fam
ily relationship-theirs is an exam
ple that we should all wish to 
emulate.) 

A third, touchy problem is that of 
shidduchim. Let's face the facts; the 

ITHE DRAWING BOARDI 

Get your business on The Drawing Board and watch a great idea take shape. 
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A logo, label, brochure, catalog, direct mail, packaging design 
develops before your eyes. 

RACHAEL KRAWIEC ASSOCIATES 

CATSKILL LOCATION =- CITY OFFICE 
Dairyland Road A 918 Avenue M 
Woodridge, NY - - -- Brooklyn NY 

(914) 434-2962 (718) 376-205612335 

Custom Invitations by RKA for all your occasions 
CALL NOW 

YOU WON'T MISS A DEADLINE! 

~~~l)ltfi0~,J?r;f ou<floor ... At your door:' 
·$~Ji{Q;N'S,INC. 

·· G~RPET •TILE •LlNOLEUM 
a~Cltool'!'ls. Kitchens, Clining 

r\).oms, Stairs; Living rooms, etc. 

OVER3aYEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
_ResidehUal - Commetciat 

What a PLEASURE! 
Stay at. home and enjo)I quality 

by professionals, at sweet prices. 
Night and Sunday appointments 

available 

~Apt:S~l~~N·~· .AND ENJOY! 

. !'lS-,376~7343 
~!tllN'JfSsC is>'! jr/()(>.ft. hyShimowsi 

baal teshuva is considered Jess than 
ideal material in the shidduch de
partment. The fact that most baalei 
teshuva have gone through real 
mesiras neffesh to achieve their level 
of Yiddishkeit and that their FFB 
friends harp incessantly on how 
wonderful they are and that even a 
tzaddik gamur cannot stand in the 
place occupied by a baal teshuva 
does not mitigate the fact that he is 
considered second-class. Of course, 
no one ever explains why, and even 
only rarely admits that this is so, 
which, at least from my own point of 
view. made matters worse. In all 
honesty, I have no concrete sugges
tions about how this delicate subject 
should be broached, but! don't think 
it should be brushed away or taken 
lightly. The baal teshuva is made to 
feel embarrassed about his past, yet 
"How did you become frum?" and 
'What does lobster taste like, any
way?" are invariablyquestionsasked 
before "How would you like to learn 
with me one evening a week?" 

WANTED: A SUBSTITUTE 
BUBBY &: ZEIDE 

A nother difficulty the baal te
shuva faces in New York is 
purely material. He doesn't 

have protektzia as far as finding an 
adequate job is concerned. as have 
many of his FFB counterparts. A 

MATANA 
GALLERY 

4906 18th Ave. 
Brooklyn, N.Y. (718) 851-4448 

Jewish books, Judaica., Taleisim 
Mezuzos, personalized Talis bags, 
Tefilinbag;, Yamzulka.sandChalah 
covers, records and tapes, lucite, 
silver, semi-precious stones and gold 
jewelry. 

ALL AT SUPER 
DISCOUNf PRICES! 
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"H ow did you becomefrum?" and ''What does lobster 
taste like, anyway?" are questions invariably asked 

before "How would you like to learn with me 

practical support system frequently 
is missing altogether. The baalas te
shuva who gives birth to her fifth 
child doesn't have a younger sister 
or a willing mother to take care of the 
other four while she's in the hospi
tal. When the struggling novice pro
grammer is evicted from his low
rent apartment because the house 
was sold and will be tom down to 
make way for another Baro Park 
Special, his parents are unlikely to 
come through with an interest-free 
loan toward a down-payment on a 
house. The tuition committee ofBais 
Yenta (fictitious) does not take into 
consideration that the baa! teshu
va 's I 040 reflects his actttal income, 
nor do they consider that he must 
meet all of his own expenses, since 
Bubby and Zeide don't buy his 
<laughters' Shabbosshoes and coats. 

If his children attend a Hassidic 
yeshiva where Yiddish is the lan
guage of instruction and no one can 
take the time to give just a little spe
cial help to his kids, and the parents 
can't even read the school's an-

Do you use the 

"OAF YOMI REVIEW" 
OAF YOMI REVIEW 
OAF YOMI REVIEW 
OAF YOMI REVIEW 

Join us by writing 

D.Y.R. 
P.O. Box 82 

Staten Island, NY 10309 

or call 718-948-0961 
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one evening a week?" 
nouncements. difficulties are bound 
to arise. That is. of course, if the 
yeshiva is willing to take the kid in 
the first place. A crackerjack me
lamed in a Brooklyn Yeshiva told me 

that his principal refused to take in 
the child of Gerei Tzeddek, saying. 
'We don't need them here, let them 
try-." Unfortunately. that principal's 
attitude is not unique. 

AN URGENT REMINDER 
FROM 

CHEVRA DOR YESHORIM 
YOUNG PEOPLE OF MARRIAGEABLE AGE MUST BE TESTED 

in order to prevent the scourge of Tay-Sachs disease from 
striking the next generation, in accordance with the directives of 

the Gedolei Hador. 

SCHOOLS and YESHIVOS: 
Please call 718-384-2332 if you are 

interested in having testing done for students. 

Call for an appointment: 
(718) 384-6060, (914) 783-1370, (914) 425-4466 

No fee. Confidentiality assured. 

CHEVRA DOR YESHORIM, INC. 
33 Spencer Street, Brooklyn, NY 11205 
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"HOW'RE YA DOIN'?" 

I n the unlikely event that this 
article published, its readers will 
ask 'What does this guy want 

from us anyhow?" 
First of all, everyone who has been 

acquainted with a baa! teshuva 
should not assume that since the 
B.T. hasn't asked for help, he doesn't 
need it. Get on the phone and ask 
him how he's doing, whom he's 
learning with, where he's working, 
and where he is eating this Thurs
day night. and would he like to come 
over Sunday afternoon for tea and 
cake. When you "red a shidduch," 
ask yourself (aside from yichus, if 
you must make that distinction): if 
my brother or sister were "in the 
market" would this be a suitable 
match? Don't assume that a cow 
and a ram are a perfect match just 
because they both came from the 
same farm. If you have a business, 
consider hiring a baa_! !eshuva. If 
you are a talmid chacham, or even If 
you aren't. someone out there needs 
a chavrusa. (I am currently teaching 
Aleph-Beis and basic halacha to a 
36-year-old. Someone taught me 
Aleph-Beiswhen !was 19-nowl'm 
returning the favor.) If you are a Rav 

or a Rosh Yeshiva, have you made an 
effort to provide a baa! teshuva or a 
baalas teshuva with guidance or 
explanations to his questions? Use 
these ideas as springboards for more 
involvement. 

The question of shidduchim must 
be addressed publicly by da 'as 
Torah. If there is a halachic basis for 
an anti-baa! teshuva bias, teach It 
to us. If there Is not. teach that to us. 
Give me, as a non-FFB, guidance in 
how I can be a true Oheiv Yisroe~ 
when Yisroel considers me his infe
rior, a tainted specimen (despite, of 
course, his verbose declarations to 
the contrary). 

To be sure. some baalei teshuva 
bring prejudice down upon them
selves. The guy who wears a knitted 
helmet that looks like an import 
from Zimbabwe, and the girl who 
looks like the Queen of the Gypsies 
when she goes to shul on Yorn Kip
pur do raise a few eyebrows (even 
mine). But our job is to educate-not 
to disparage. PerhapsAgudath Israel 
or some other umbrella organiza
tion could sponsor an organization 
run by and for baalei teshuva to 
help them to help each other, since 
they do not need education vis-a-vis 
their common problems. 

IT COULD SAVE A LIFE! 
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Worried about parents living alone? 
Now you can have a nationally advertised 
emergency response system without 
paying the price. In conjunction with the 
"Roth Foundation for Saving Lives;' 

-::-sen10R secuRitLI 
is now able to offer a limited amount of 

units at approximately 2/3 off the original 
price, plus a monthly monitoring charge. 

Enjoy your independence! Now you can get 
help at the press of a button. 

Medical Emergency or Hatzoloh • Fire• Police 
Simple to use-well suited for the handicapped. 

Cal I Senior Security now at (201) 392-1027 • (718) 387-6159 
, .. BECAUSE PEACE OF MIND IS PRICELESS 

Each individual, though, must do 
his part. He cannot leave It up to the 
next guy-he cannot "send them to 
... " or "let George do it." Until the 
baal teshuva in Baro Park/F1atbush 
becomes an integrated part of jrum 
society, (except, perhaps for a res
pectful recognition of those advan
tages that the baal teshuva does 
have over a "geboirener''), kiruv 
rechokim is not complete. and we 
have very sparse laurels to rest on.D 

~~~'O:r.,~ 
1406-45th St. 

TEmLIN, MEZUZOS 
SIFREI TORAH 

We make "house calls" 
Rabbi Atyeh Schechter 

. 718-851-1637 

1'1...,'!lN Ji!l tQ1'1 
LOST & FOUND 

To announce an object found 
Please Call: (718) 436-4999 

To find out if your object was 
found Please Call: 718 438-0592 
A Public Service of Torah Communications 

Producers of Dlal-A-Daf 
Olal-A-Shlur. Mlshnah-Dn-The-Phone 

& Sponsors of Chevra Mlshnayos Bal-Peh 

DIGEST OF MEFORSHIM 

'1'1p? ,.,n::i '1'ip? 
';"Yl ,:vu';x '7xit.ll!1 l"n,;it.i 

Available at 

LEKUTEI INC. 
clo I. Rosenberg 

10 West 47th Street1 Room 702 
Ne"' York, N.Y, 10036 

(212) 719-1717 

20 Volumes on Turah, Perek, 
Medrash, Megilos and 'Tulmud. 

Proceeds of sales distributed 
among Yeshivas and used for 

reprinting of volumes out-of-print 

PRICE: $8.00 PER VOLUME 
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''Is (S)he a 
Baal(as) Teshuva?'' 

"He's such a talmid chacham ! I think 
he originally comes from out qf town. 
By the way, do you happen to know 
if he's a baal teshuva?" 

"I'm so impressed with her! You can 
really leam midos tovos just by 
talking with her. Tell me. is she a 
baalas teshuva ?" 

T hesearecasualcommentsand 
questions that can be over
heard just about anywhere. 

Suppose they were directed to you. 
How would you respond? 

OK. let's make it easier for you. 
Suppose you simply overheard these 
comments and questions directed to 
someone else. And suppose the lis
tener replied in the affirmative. that 
so-and-so was indeed a baal te
shuva. What would your reaction 
be? What would you think of that 
answer? 

By now, you may be feeling frus
trated. wanting to ask. "What's 
wrong? Some praise is offered and 
then a harmless question is asked 
and answered. ls there a problem 
here?" 

According to the Chofetz Chaim 
J"~' there most certainly is a prob
lem here. He states clearly that such 
questions may not be asked: and if 
they are. they should not be an
swered. Discussing whether or not 
someone is a baal teshuva consti
tutes Lashon hora. 

"Hey. wait a minute! I'm not trying 
to slander anybody. I just wanted to 
know the facts." you might argue. 
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But only factual information con
stitutes Lashon horah. If the infor
mation is untrue, it constitutes 
motzi shem rah, slander. not Lashon 
hora. 

'Well. I certainly didn't mean any 
harm. In fact, I would have even 
greater respect for him if I knew he 
was a baal teshuva." 

That is irrelevant. Even if you do 
not intend to belittle someone, that 
does not give you permission to in
quire about information that could 
embarrass that person. As long as he 
might not want some people to know 
that he is a baal teshuva, you are 
not allowed to discuss the matter 
with others. 

"O.K. But suppose I need to know 
for a practical purpose?" 

Certainly. if you need to know for a 
practical purpose, such as regarding 
a shidduch, or job placement. you 
are permitted to inquire or reveal 
potentially embarrassing informa
tion about someone. But you must 
be absolutely sure that you really 
need to know. 

"Could you please support your 
statements with an authoritative 
source?" 

Gladly. As Rabbi Zelig Pliskin 
summed it up (Guard Your Tongue, 
p.53): 

"You are forbidden to relate iJ1forma
tion about a person's past misdeeds or 
the misdeeds of his family even if you 
do not intend to belittle him, and you 
will not cause the listener to think less 
of him, as he has now corrected his 
ways. This is forbidden because a per-

son is usually embarrassed if his mts
deeds are recalled in his presence. 
Hence, you might ultimately cause him 
anguish if the irifonnation becomes 
widely known." 

"All right. then.just what am I sup
posed to answer if someone asks me 
if another person is a baa/ teshuva? 
If I say. It's Lashon hora, I wouldn't 
really be accomplishing anything." 

You're absolutely right. Therefore, 
you have only two options. You may 
gently and tactfully question whe
ther the inquiry is being made for a 
practical purpose; because if not. 
such a question may not be asked. In 
case you're not comfortable doing 
that, your other option is to simply 
reach into your pocket and pull out a 
copy of this article. 

NAME AND CITY 

WITHELD UPON REQUEST 
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Paramount Subscriptions 
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You're Readyto Leave 
New York City .•• BUT ••• 

You \Vant to continue to have a 
choice of schools \vhich off Cr a high 
quality of ()rthodox ;:1nd secular 
educ;ition ... 

Y{lll \vant your frunilyto experience a 
close knit, \varn1 co1nn1unity dedi~ 
cated to Torah, Avodah ~ind Gen1illus 
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You ,vant to hr close to your job or 
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hattan ... 
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Letters 
••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• 

to the 

Editor 
SETTHERECORDSTRAIGHT 

To the Editor: 
The Jewish Obseroer provides a 

forum for airing important prob
lems. The one presented here may 
seem trivial, in light of tumultuous 
events facing world Jewry. However. 
upon serious consideration, this is
sue may be implicated as part of the 
corruption of our priceless trea
sures-our children. 

It has been said that modem 
technology and inventions can play 
an instrumental role in strengthen
ing our Emunas Haborai-our faith 
in G-d. This can be readily seen in 
the myriad of records and tapes 
available to the Jewish consumer. 
Daf Yomi tapes, musical produc
tions, children's records-they en
compass the gamut of Yiddishkeit 
How grateful we are to have it all at 
our fingertips! 

An incident that occurred the week 
of Shabbos Chazak horrified me 
and caused me to cry, "Gevald!" My 
preschool class was celebrating the 
first major milestone of our school 
year, the Siyum Sefer Bereishis. 
Having completed "learning" all the 
parshios of Bereishis, we were re
viewing and enjoying all the details 
that the children could recall. As we 
progressed from parsha to parsha, l 
detected a note oflevity in the class
room. The parshioswere being called 
by absurd names, distorting the 
words of the Torah. When questioned 
about this mockery, the children 
excitedly told about the record they 
had that taught the names of the 
parshios. "Listen, Morah!" they ex
claimed. 'We can sing all the par
shios by heart." 

Yes, they did know all the parshios 
of the five Chumashim, but at what 
price? Can we condone ridicule of 

FREEDA® 
VITAMINS 

sin<"f' 1928 

THE BEST IN THE VITAMIN WORLD 

Over 250 Vitamins, Minerals and Amino Acids to cover 
al! your vitamin needs. Our vitamins are made on the 
premises under strict pharmaceutical and kashrus stand
ards. Freeda Vitamins are parve and vegetarian and are 
under the Rabbinical Supervision of The Orthodox Union 
and Rabbi Mordechai Kohn from New Square, N. Y. 
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•no sugar 
• no starch 

• no sulfates 
• no salt filler 

• no coal tar dyes 
• no animal stearates 

Pl('ase write for our brochure and complimentary article on, 
"How To Get Enough Cc.klum". 

NEW! "A-Free Prenatal" 
Prenatal vitamins without Vitamin A 

FREEDA VITAMINS 
36 East 41st Street New York, New York 10017 (212) 685«4980 

holy words just to catch the chil
dren's attention and get them to 
learn? Are we not defeating the pur
pose of our chinuch if we allow our 
children to acquire knowledge devoid 
of "Yiddishe gejeel''? 

Records for children that are 
played in our homes have a power 
that should not be underrated. The 
stimulating tunes and witty lyrics 
fascinate the children and keep 
them captivated for hours. They ab
sorb the catchy songs and sing them 
as they are involved in their daily 
activities. These songs portray good 
midas, Shabbos. and Yomim Tovim. 
The records. in effect. are invested 
with the power ofa teacher. instruct
ing the children in all facets of Yid
dishkeit. How wonderful that our 
children can be imbued with a love 
for performing mitzvos through the 
medium of song and music! 

When the children listen to the 
records. they accept the lessons and 
messages presented as "Taras 
Moshe. "They are not able to discern 
between that which reflects the true 
spirit of the Torah and that which is 
a travesty thereof. So, the acceptable 
and unacceptable become enmeshed, 
and all is absorbed, without dis
crimination. 

There is a plethora of chi.ldren
oriented records available for Jewish 
youth. This phenomenon is attribut
able to our concern for filling our 
children's recreational time with 

FREE OFFER 
"What are the 4 Avos 

N ik. "i ez m. 
If you can answer this question 
from memory and mail us the 
answer we will send you, B'ezras 
Hashem, a copy of our new 64 pg. 
booklet-''How To Avoid Being 
A Mazik"-Bava Kama Mishna 
Review. 

Please write: 

Yeshiva Fund 
Box82 

S.L, N.Y. 10309 
To buy a copy send $5.00 

10 copies for $30.00 
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stimulating and enriching material. 
Not for us the scoffing and disres
pectful attitudes portrayed through 
the secular educational medium. Yet, 
a closer look at ourchildren's records 
Will reveal selections of a type that we 
are trying so hard to avoid. 

There are those who will argue 
that these recordings are harmless. 
The messages are conveyed through 
humor, which the children relate to 
and enjoy. Why deprive them of this 
pleasure because of incidents of un
acceptable comedy? Yet, how can 
the defenders express such an opin
ion when we are well aware that the 
experiences that a child absorbs at a 
tender age become part of his 
psyche? Can we allow young and 
innocent children to develop a rid
iculing attitude toward that which 
we hold so holy and dear? Will they 
then "graduate" to acquire a mock
ing stance toward our revered tradi
tions? 

The producers of children's rec
ords are part of the network of chi
nuch. They should be held account
able for the selection of materials 
and attitudes presented in their rec
ords. And the parents. surely an 
integral part of the chinuch system, 
must be discriminating in their 
choice of the influences in their 
child's environment. 

BREINDY LEIZERSON 
Brooklyn N. Y. 

''WE JUST LOOK THAT WAY" 

To The Editor, 

In the fouryears that I have been a 
divorced. single mother, I have faced 
a paradoxical difficulty that is shared 
by other deeply frum, divorced and 
widowed women. The fact that we 
blend in so well with manied 
women, and we are thus overlooked 
as eligible wives. 

Like married women. we wear 
sheitels and tichels. We may have 
children to call us "Mommy." And we 
too lead busy lives. But we are not 
married. We just look that way. 

We are hostesses at our Shabbos 
table. Or, we are the guests at a 
Shabbos table, as any manied 
women might be. 

Like any married woman. we lead 
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lives of commitments to our home 
life. We have children's schedules; 
cooking. shopping, and cleaning 
schedules; P.TA. schedules; and job 
schedules. 

From outward appearances, we 
lead virtually the same life as any 
manied woman. There is nothing 
obvious to a casual observer to indi
cate our single status, but we need to 
be recognized as single. We have not 
found a simple cure for our paradox
ical appearance. Please, don't deni
grate our commitment to halacha 
by suggesting that we look for hete
rim in order to remove our sheitels. 
And know that our lives reflect our 
involvement with our children. We 
don't care to set them aside in our 
search for husbands. To find a hus
band by overlooking the children is 
to pursue a contrived, futile goal. We 
don't want to marrymen who choose 
us and not our loved ones. 

It is the rabbis. the neighbors, the 
friends, the acquaintances, of di
vorced and widowed women who 
can see to it that these women are 
discreetly portrayed as single, eligi
ble women, contrary to outward ap-
pearances AJ. BAT RACHEL 

New York City 

HOTLINE 
TO JERUSALEM 
In lime of illness, surgery or 
crisis, special prayers will be 
recited at the Western Wall and 
at our Yeshiva in Jerusalem. 

CALL 24 HOURS 
(718) 871-4111 
A FREE PUBLIC SERVICE OF 
The American Rabbi Meir 

Baal Haness Charity 

KOLEL AMERICA 

K1tIDIDI~M, 
Mishnayoth, Yizkor & Yortzeit 
observed with a minyon in our 
Yeshiva Heichal Rabbi Meir 
Baal Haness in Jerusalem. 

CALL 
(718) 871-4111 

132 Nassau St.• N.Y .. N.Y.10038 

491613thAve.,B'klyn,N.Y.11219 
(718) 854-2911 

FROM FACTORY 
REPRESENT AT/VE 

SAVE!!! 
n:nu .,nnu 

P''l 1'Nr.l cni::lN 
N"':m N°?Jll 1r.lt>1r.l "111:1 

t:J>lltlpn t:I>l>'T "1::0 >)J1 1l11"1 
For Practical Assistance in 
Settling Financial Disputes 
According to Din. Torah in 

N.Y. and Vicinity. 
Rabbi Avrohom Meir Gluck 

(914) 356-5572 

BIG 
APPLE 
COPY & PRINTING 

CENTER 

87 NASSAU ST. 
NEW YORK, NY 10038 

(212) 962·4282 
(212) 267-9478 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOS 
OF 

GEDO LIM 
LARGEST SELECTION 
3Y1" x 5" for your collection 

S" x 7" up to 16" x 20" for display 
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New! International Kosher 
Foods from Empire ... 

Borekas Indulge yourself with these delicate Grecian pastries. These 
fluffy, all natural borekas come filled with creamy cheese or spinach. 

Apple Strudel Europe's favorite dessert, filled with apples and 
raisins, will bring smiles to your table. It's all natural, kosher and 
delicious! 

Pizza Siciliana Zesty Pizza Siciliana topped with onions and peppers 
or with mushrooms brings you the best from Italy. You'll love the delicious 
blend of tangy sauce and Cholov Yisroel cheeses! 

Bring some joy from the old country to your table with 
these kosher taste treats. Empire bakes them to 
perfection, naturally. So convenient... all you do is 
heat, serve and enjoy! Ask your grocer for these 
new kosher pleasures from Empire. 

THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN KOSHER FOODS. 
1 (800) EMPIRE-4 

Imported 
from · 

IS RAEL! 



Have it all with the Greater All-In-One Account. 
Open the one account that keeps you on top of your money 
no matter where you are or what time it is. Look what you get 
in a Greater All-In-One Account, with a minimum opening 
deposit of just S1,000: 

• High money-market earnings. 
• GreaterFund unlimited checkwriting. 
• Pay By Phone® convenience that lets you pay your bills 

or check your account balance by telephone, no 
matter where you are or what time it is. 

• GreaterCard access to thousands of ATM machines 
throughout the U.S. and Canada. ~ 

•All-In-One monthly statements. l:'t'6"1f (((~ 
• Overdraft privileges (if qualified). ---- CIRRUS, 
• FDIC insurance. 

It's easy to open a Greater All-In-One Account. 
Just send the coupcn for more information, or 
visit any Greater branch. 

Checking and-
Pay By Phone; 

too? 

Gh:Gr=~Yo~';';;~ - - - - -;11.;:;-n;i I P.O. Box 1, Von Brunt Station, Brooklyn, NY 11215 Request I 
I 

O I enclose o check for S (Minimum $1,000). 

1 Please open a Greater A!Hn·One Account for me. 
O P!eose send information, I NAMEWt.~,AS~,~P~,~-n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1 
ADDRESS 

I Cf!'< 
STATE 

I SIGNATURE DATE 

-------! SOCIAL SECURHY NUMBER 

I THEG1EATE1. I 
L - - - - - - - - - - -1~'Ll 

The Greater New York Savings Bank 
MEMBER FDIC 

~That'sa 
Greater Idea! 

Customer SeMce: 718-965-7526. In Brooklyn: Fifth Avenue, 91h and 10th Streets, 718-965-7500•Church and McDonald Avenues. 718-435-4300•18th Avenue and East 2nd Street. 
718·435-4100•Seventh Avenue and President Street. 718-789-4100•Bay Parkway and 67th Street. 718-837-8400•13th Avenue and 53rd Street. 718-436-9505•Neptune Avenue 
and West 51h Stree1, 718-996-4100•1045 Flatbush Avenue at Duryea Place. 718-282-7500•1550 Ffalbush Avenue at Nostrand Avenue, 718·859-5300. In Manhattan: 
Broodwoy and West 79th Street. 212-873-3730. In Queens: Hillside Avenue at 1791h Street. 718-291-3100. In Nassau: 222 Station Plaza North and 3rd Avenue, Mineola. 51&747-6100. 



The Silent War 
While Syria and Lebanon 
capture the headlines the real 
struggle for the survival of 
Israel rages quietly in every 
town and city of Israel. It is 
the fierce battle to bring true 
Torah chinuch to tens of 
thousands of children whose 
parents want them to receive a 
Torah education, but there are 
no schools to accept them. 

Who Are These Children? 
Where Do They 
Come From? 
They are the children of the 
thousands of Baalei Teshuva 
who have in recent years been 
completely or even marginally 
touched by the tremendous 
return to Torah in Israel. 
These are people from all 
walks of life. Many of them 
are professionals, business 
people, and some are even 
graduates of the most 
irreligious kibbutzim. They 
have but one goal uniting 
them. They wish to give their 
children a true Torah Chinuch. 

The Role of Chinuch 
Atzmai 
Founded 34 years ago by Reb 
Aaron Kotler, Reb lsser Zahnen 
Meltzer, The Gerrer Rebbe, and 
many other great Torah sages, of 
blessed memory, Chinuch Atzmai 
has grown to over 300 institutions 
with a student body of more than 
40,000. In the past 3 years alone 
enrollment has increased by 5,600 
children. Chinuch Atzmai is today 
pledging itself to bring all its 
resources to the task of absorbing 
these Baal Teshuva children to a 
life of Torah. 

10,000 Children 
Our goal at Chinuch Atzmai is 
to continue the task set for us 
by our sages, the founders of 
Chinuch Atzmai. During the 
next 3 years we hope to add at 
least I 0,000 children to our 
schools. To accomplish this 
goal we have created a 
$10,000,000.00 Torah Fund. It 
will be under the direct 
supervision of our Gedolei 
Torah. Join us today. Let's 
put our strength and our 
dollars on the side of Hashem, 
-let's make the dream a reality! 

f:f· .... ···.· .. ····.··>···· 
.. l 

i I ' '.t ,, 

$10 Million 
Is Needed Today! 
• Subsidize A School For a Year 

$75,000 
• Sponsor Prefab Classrooms 

• Playground Facilities 
• Nassi Layom 
• Memorial Plaque 
• Child Sponsorship 
• Annual Membership 

$10,500 
$3,600 
$1,800 
$1,000 

$360 
$200 

Our goal is to 
reach every 
Jewish child in 
every community 
and settlement in 
Israel. ------

TORAH SCHOOLS FOR ISRAEL 
CHINUCH ATZMAI 
167 M8dison Aver.u~, New York, NY 10016 
(212)889-0606 ""° ~ 'l)tVI ""IZI 

0 Enclosed find my contribution of $ __ _ 

0 Please accept my pledge of$~----

Name--------'-'------
Address ------------

'~----------

While the old politi
cians are debating 
"Who is a Jew?" 
their children are 
deciding "Yes ! 

I want to be a 
real Torah Jew". 


